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   PIZZA INTROOUTRO
Pizza is a non-profit no-nonsense supertasty italian dish created in 1889 by 
the queen of Italy Margherita to celebrate the birth of the nation.
   Pizza Margherita is actually made with tomatoes, mozzarella, oil and basil. 
Red, white and green just like the italian flag. A flag that has been used to 
brand different and controversial products and values but not able for many 
of us, Italians, to define our identity.
   Pizza is the first magazine, absolutely new and independent, who tells the 
contemporary meaning of being Italian through youngsters, fashion, art, 
design, photography, music, companies, people, professionals and culture.
   It is pure italian minimal food being served everywhere in the world and 
attracting the creativity of many. It is giving you as many stories as it can 
even when you end up with a slice of cold pepperoni and pineapple pizza in 
your hands. 
   Pizza, made with the best ever bio-dinamic, organic, ethical, traditional, 
natural, sensual made in Italy ingredients, is available worldwide in 
bookstores and specialized newstands twice per year. 
   Enjoy the taste and beware of imitation.
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Luigi Ghirri / Modena 1975
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We wanted to meet Enrica Morini because we think that her book “Storia della moda. 
XVII – XX secolo” (“History of Fashion, 17th-20th Century”), published by Skira editions, 
is one of the few truly illuminating texts on the origins and socio-economic dynamics that 
rule the world of fashion. Ms. Morini gives everything a name and a location, she does not 
accept compromises and she is so to-the-point that she can be ferociously truthful. We have 
unanimously declared her interview to be our manifesto.  For this reason it is the opening 

piece of the magazine, in its full and unabridged version.
Reading Pizza without having read her words first, is like ordering 

a Margherita with no mozzarella.

Fashion, mozzarella, 
the Palio of Siena, 
museums archives and 
Saint John The Baptist 
An interview with 
Enrica Morini
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Versace

PIZZA – Tell us about you.

EM – I earned a BA in Modern 
Literature, with a thesis on History 
of Art Criticism. I am a university 
researcher in History of 
Contemporary Art and I teach 
History of Costume and Fashion at 
IULM, Libera Università di Lingue 
e Comunicazione (Free University 
of Languages and Communication) 
in Milan. In 1980, straight after 
graduating, I got a job in the 
secretary’s office of the deputy 
mayor of Milan. At that time the 
Associazione Italiana Industriali 
dell’ Abbigliamento (Italian Asso-
ciation of Clothing Manufacturers), 
together with Alessandra Mottola 
Molfino (then director of the 
Poldi-Pozzoli museum-house) and 
Grazietta Bitazzi, fashion historian, 
were considering, for the first time, 
creating a fashion museum for our 
city.
That project was what got me into 
fashion. The idea was modelled on 
some foreign museums and a 
magnificent collection of clothes 
already at the Castello Sforzesco. 
We kept the idea going for years, 
until we realized we just couldn’t do 
it. Nobody listened to us. There were 
always the same ten people around 
the meeting table, with not much 
power. 
While we were developing that 
project, we presented an idea to the 
publishing house Electa - a book on 
the History of Italian Fashion 
(La Moda Italiana, Electa, 1985, out 
of print). So from there, I started 
studying fashion. Nicoletta Bocca 
– who was also studying fashion 
history - and I were asked to study 
the recent past and particularly the 
designers , a category that was 
literally being born in that time 
period. Back then, we got a great 
response from all the big names 
involved. I doubt that we would get 
the same response today. Then Ugo 
Volli, a famous semiologist who 
was teaching at IULM, opened the 
position for a chair of Fashion Hi-

story. He invited me to be in charge 
of the course that didn’t exist until 
then, and I accepted. It worked, and 
Fashion History went onto the 
government charts. That was in 
1995. 

PIZZA – Is it possible to define the 
Italian identity in some way?

EM – From Mussolini onwards, 
whenever you think of the origins of 
the Italian identity in cultural terms, 
you go back to the Renaissance. Six 
hundred years ago. As if six hundred 
years could be wiped out just like 
that, and you could simply point at 
Brunelleschi as the creator of a 
national identity. The truth is that 
we have only a hundred and fifty 
years of history as a united country.
I’m afraid that until the 1950s there 
was the same difference between 
someone from Trento and someone 
from Calabria as there was between 
a Swede and a Greek.

PIZZA – Do you think it’s still like 
that today?

EM – Maybe a bit less, thanks to 
television. But there is still no sense 
of  identification with one’s nation, 
we just don’t get the idea of a State. 
Oddly enough, magistrates are 
considered enemies rather than 
fundamental elements of a 
democratic State. This would never 
happen in France or the UK.

PIZZA – In France and in the UK 
nobody does a project without 
thinking of how they will present it.  
In some cases you nearly feel that 
the contents are less important than 
their form. The identity that 
emerges from the Maison Dior is 
incredibly rich, and it corresponds 
perfectly with the French national 
identity - and we all know it has 
largely been constructed. Is there a 
problem with presenting things in 
Italy?

EM – Most certainly.  In Italy great 



projects have been born, and then 
killed off without anyone turning a 
hair. In fact, the survivors looked at 
their dying companions with 
self-importance and conceit. Nothing 
was done to preserve resources that 
were going to die, nothing was done 
to rescue them.
A good example is the Versace story.  
I think everyone in Italy gossiped 
about what happened, lingering 
over the news stories: a murder on 
the doorstep of a Miami villa, Dona-
tella’s attempts to step up to the role 
of her dead brother. And the Italian 
system - if we can call it one - what 
has it done to protect the immense 
value of the Versace brand?  Nothing 
at all.  Provincialism and lack of 
identity, that’s all there is, in a word.  
Mind you, the same system rejoices 
when foreigners come to colonize us.  
The Gucci story is a story of 
colonization, not of globalization. 

PIZZA – Could it be because we are 
genetically used to being colonized? 
Maybe we still haven’t recovered 
from the fall of the Roman Empire. 

EM – The process of moderniza-
tion, both in the second half of the 
1800s and in the 1950s, was linked 
to foreign capital and foreign logic. 
The industrialization of a large part 
of the north was carried out using 
foreign capital, and it didn’t create 
a solid capitalist bourgeoisie. In the 
1950s the model became totally 
American. Italian fashion in that 
decade was made to be sold in the 
States, without any character or 
identity. It was created to satisfy 
American needs. Pucci’s pattern of 
the Palio of Siena flags followed this 
trend, even if it was at a very high 
level of creativity. The initial idea 
was to create a product that the 
market wanted, made using 
first-class techniques but lower 
costs.

PIZZA – But Christian Dior also built 
up its success on the American 
market?

EM – Sure, but the logic was 
different. Dior didn’t design what 
the Americans wanted. The New 
Look is the embodiment of French 
taste – an expert blend of the 1700s, 
Worth and Belle Epoque, made with 
financial backing that the Italians 
have never had.  At the time, Italy 
didn’t have any industrial powers as 
strong as Boussac.  There’s another 
reason why Dior got the support of 
American and French journalists.  
As a result, they sold the ‘idea’ of 
France extraordinarily well, as 
opposed to the ‘idea’ of America 
translated into Italian.

PIZZA – Let’s talk about what 
happened in Italy before the 
legendary 1980s. Not many people 
know about it. Even we have only 
just found out, for example, who 
Germana Marucelli was.

EM – That’s certainly not your fault.  
There’s little to know about 
Germana Marucelli, because not 
much has been written down. Her 
son, Giancarlo Calza, is a famous 
oriental scholar, and has preserved 
his mother’s archives perfectly, as 
you would expect a scholar to do.  
But he keeps them locked up. We 
established good relations with him 
during the exibition Annicinquanta 
(The Fifties Years) at Palazzo Reale, 
where we were allowed to display 
two dresses.

PIZZA – Biki, Germana Marucelli, 
Jole Veneziani, Walter Albini, 
Sorelle Fontana, Schubert, Mariano 
Fortuny. Where are they? Why does 
nobody know about them? Why are 
their archives locked and sealed up?

EM – Because Italian fashion is 
incredibly ignorant and believes that 
what is dead does not exist 
anymore. The French keep names 
alive, like Vionnet - that fashion hou-
se was closed in 1939, but it still has 
a historical and therefore 
commercial value. The truth is that 
the Italians didn’t have much Gucci



Krizia

by Paolo Rinaldi, another part was 
given by Albini himself to the 
University of Parma where it’s all 
buried and not available for 
consultation. The third section is 
in the hands of Marisa Curti. If we 
could put all these things together, 
and include the archives of brands 
like Montedoro or Callaghan who 
he worked for, we’d be very close to 
the concept of a Museum of Italian 
Fashion. The Sorelle Fontana, 
thanks to the only sister who is 
still alive, Micol, have established a 
foundation, and yet again it’s a 
totally private initiative.  
The Ferrè Foundation is also the 
result of private initiative. 
Fortunately there is now a 
government project on the Fashion 
Archives of the 1900s that is 
proceeding rather slowly, but seems 
to be well structured.

PIZZA – Same problem again: the 
lack of desire to make history, and 
too much desire to abandon our 
heritage.

EM – And nobody is pushing to fix 
this, nobody’s trying to stir things 
up. We are back to the basic problem 
of the lack of culture in our 
Country. Paris has two fashion 
museums, the Palais Galliera and 
the Musèe de la Mode et du Textile 
that has a huge collection. When 
they started collecting all their 
material, there was no venue to 
display it. It was the Fifties and they 
only had a warehouse. Vionnet 
donated their entire archive just the 
same. Schiapparelli gave all their 
sketches. Everything was put into a 
shared storage space and then when 
the museum opened, it had an 
incredible collection. Behind it, 
there was the educated idea that 
you can trust someone who is an 
archivist and fashion historian to 
put things in order and make them 
become part of history.
The problem with giving new life to 
Italy’s fashion culture is that every 
event planned by the fashion 

production power, they limited them-
selves to being big tailoring houses.  
And when the boss died, they would 
just close down the workshop, like 
an old tool that gets thrown away.
Our fashion industry is deeply 
ignorant by choice. Back when we 
were working on the fashion 
museum project, we got very close 
to establishing a Fashion Museum 
Foundation, but we couldn’t con-
clude it, because we didn’t have a 
joint agreement. If we had done it 
then, we would now have the most 
important Italian fashion museum 
in the world, because every year we 
would have archived the best things, 
starting with the Castello Sforze-
sco collection and going all the way 
to contemporary items, accurately 
documenting the boom of Made 
in Italy. None of this was possible.  
There was no suitable location. De-
signers even refused to take part in 
our meetings. The only people who 
really cooperated were Mariuccia 
Mandelli and Rita Airaghi for Ferré. 
Everyone else watched from a di-
stance, occasionally intervening to 
say that the proposals weren’t good 
enough.  They were scared of the 
museum, scared of becoming history 
and having to leave the present mo-
ment that everyone hoped would last 
forever.  When the idea was picked 
up again for the project that was 
supposed to be developed in the Ga-
ribaldi – Repubblica area, the com-
mittee decided to not actually create 
a proper fashion museum, but just a 
showcase for contemporary work.  I 
just don’t understand it.  There is no 
intention to see this project through, 
and I don’t think there will ever be.
Let me go back to the names that 
you listed in your question.  The 
archives of Jole Veneziani are en-
trusted to his last partner, Mr. Bono 
who is the owner of Palazzo Revol-
tella and has preserved everything 
perfectly. The archives are maintai-
ned with private funds only - again, 
there is no institutional support.  
Walter Albini’s archives are divided 
into three: a small section is owned 



machine itself is designed to be 
ephemeral, to have no content. Out 
of all the things that have been done 
at Pitti Immagine in Florence, the-
re’s not a trace remaining. Even 
looking back at the catalogues 
after a long time is basically useless.  
Sometimes there is no work behind 
it, other times the showbusiness 
aspect of it kills the contents.  Take 
the latest event on Walter Albini as 
an example. It’s rather odd to say 
you’re organizing an exhibition on 
Albini and then all you do is show 
videos for the three days of the fair. 
Are we sure that’s enough time for 
a potentially interested audience to 
see the exhibition? And if the only 
other thing available is a booklet 
made by asking ten people who 
more or less knew him to write three 
pages each, we have lost not just one 
opportunity, but two.  You don’t wri-
te books in that way.  And if you do, 
what are you leaving to the students 
who have the right to know who this 
important character was? 
The word ‘event’ is probably one 
of the saddest of all those invented 
recently.  That kind of ‘event’ is only 
good for visitors who go to the fair 
and then in the evening feel like ha-
ving a drink and a chat in company. 
My husband and I went to the inau-
guration of the Westwood exhibi-
tion.  We walked through the crowd 
at the entrance, but once inside the 
room we noticed that there were 
only five people in it, including us.  
After having seen the exhibition we 
realised that all the guests were in a 
special marquee, next to the buffet.  
The exhibition was deserted. 

PIZZA – Fashion is in second place 
on the balance of trade, before food 
and cars, yet the industry is not per-
ceived as serious or solid.  It is consi-
dered frivolous.

EM – It is considered frivolous be-
cause it wants to be considered 
frivolous.  The image that this indu-
stry projects is frivolous and stupid.  
Consciously and deliberately.

PIZZA – Let’s go back to history. 
There are two parallel schools of 
thought: those who say that Italian 
fashion was born with the advent of 
real industrial production, that is 
in the 1970s, and those who put its 
beginnings back to the 1950s of the 
Roman Dolce Vita and the first 
Haute Couture ateliers.
Do you think that everything that 
happened earlier, during the thirty 
years of fascism and its insistence on 
autocratic government, has been of 
any use?
Mario Lupano’s book “Una giorna-
ta Moderna, moda e stili nell’Italia 
fascista” (A modern day, fashion and 
styles in fascist Italy) has been publi-
shed recently - it throws light upon 
this rather dark period.

EM – I think we have to go further 
back still. Something happened in 
the 1920s. In Europe, the thrust 
towards internationalization 
unblocked the nationalism that was 
born with the First World War. At 
that time fashion was very plain 
from the point of view of style, and 
all of a sudden this incredible 
creative space opened up. There was 
a new market with new needs, it was 
a period full of experimentation. All 
sorts of things were happening in 
Paris, and then in Italy there was a 
strong movement towards 
experimentation too, even in the 
small or semiartisan companies. 
At that time the market was very 
open to new developments. So this 
was the situation when the idea of 
a national fashion came up, pretty 
inconveniently – a national fashion 
which reproposed iconic figures like 
Queen Margaret or Rosa Genoni, 
who had been the first Italian 
feminist and a prime mover in 
Italian fashion at the beginning of 
the century. This gave rise to an 
ideological and biased 
controversy that found a valid ally in 
fascist nationalism, just at the time 
when textile manufacturers were 
starting to form strong commercial 
relationships overseas and had no Sorelle Fontana



Marucelli

EM – In the 1940s, when Italian 
magazines started taking Italian 
fashion seriously, fashion 
photography did not exist. Those 
who emerged as fashion 
photographers were making it up 
as they went along. Some came from 
photojournalism, others from 
portrait or artistic photography. 
There was no specific training for 
fashion photography in the industry.  
On the other hand, the big 
international fashion magazines had 
been working with photographers 
since the 1920s - they had built up 
some history. Anyway, from that 
point onwards those international 
photographers began shooting 
Italian clothing. A brilliant example 
is Clifford Coffin. So in this sense, 
there is a lot of documentation 
available.

PIZZA – Are you saying that there’s 
salvage to be done in this area as 
well? 

EM – Of course. And I’m willing to 
do it. By the way, there is an Italian 
school of fashion photography that 
is well-respected, but practically 
unknown. 

PIZZA – Let’s come to more recent 
times. In 1952 Giovan Battista 
Giorgini  decided to let a very young 
Roberto Capucci take part in the 
Sala Bianca catwalk shows, 
thereby launching his career. Who 
do you think should be providing 
this kind of support today? The 
Italian Fashion Chamber, the press, 
the schools?

EM – I’m going to turn the question 
upside down.  The Antwerp six all 
come from one school, the Royal 
Academy.  I’m not sure that the 
Antwerp six will leave a lasting mark 
in fashion history, but I do believe 
that they have carried out a brilliant 
operation in communications.  
Who would ever have said that 
Antwerp would produce fashion?  
Honestly, I don’t know if any 

interest at all in inward-looking 
policies. The real fruition of this idea 
began in the 1930s, after the crisis 
of 1929 when Italy suddenly found 
itself with no commercial outlets 
abroad. Autocratic government 
became a reality, to which was given 
added ideological value. There were 
no actual bans on relations with the 
colonies, like Cyrenaica or Tripoli, 
and, as usual, the project wasn’t fully 
developed. The autocracy was never 
really severe, but it was a wake-up 
call to a national identity that didn’t 
actually exist. When 
Umberto di Savoia married 
Maria Josè - a Belgian by birth - 
the trousseau was made according 
to tradition, and included a series of 
royal robes and evening gowns. All 
the dresses were made by Ventura in 
Rome or by tailors in Turin, but the 
original patterns were French and, 
although the press proclaimed the 
contrary, they had been purchased 
from fashion houses on the other 
side of the Alps. Even when 
autocracy was absolute, when 
the production of Italian patterns 
should have been obligatory, fifty 
percent were still purchased abroad.  
One thing was certainly new: the 
idea of joint fashion shows.  
The Fashion Board organized joint 
fashion shows in Turin every now 
and then, offering one shared 
venue and slashing production 
costs. When Giorgini came up with 
the Sala Bianca at Palazzo Pitti, all 
he did was bring back this idea.

PIZZA – Part of the reason why the 
French, more than anyone, have 
made such a strong impression on 
the collective imagination are the 
images captured by their talented 
photographers. In Italy, the first 
example of this is probably in the 
1960s with Mila Schön and Ugo 
Mulas. Photographic 
documentation prior to this is of 
poor quality. Do you think this could 
be a reason for the poor 
achievements of Italian fashion until 
the 1980s?



institution in Italy would be capable 
of acting on such an idea. I think you 
need someone with great 
willpower and great projects. I get 
the impression that our Chamber is 
so fragile at the moment that it can’t 
assert itself.  When they launched 
Dolce e Gabbana in 1986, they 
managed it, and it was all done 
within the fashion show schedules.  
They had organized a parallel 
presentation of young designers 
called Contemporary, the only thing 
that Italy has ever done for its young 
talents that had real international 
impact. Insiders should know what 
is needed. If we are still all talking 
about Saint Laurent and Lagerfeld, 
that’s because they emerged by 
winning a competition organized by 
the wool industry. As long as fashion 
magazines keep playing up the ad-
vertising and the editorials, there 
will never be space for young talents. 

PIZZA – In the States the twin po-
wers of Anna Wintour and the Ameri-
can Fashion Council support young 
talents, having realized that if you 
don’t create new attractions, you die. 

EM – Young talents should be nur-
tured because they are the source of 
our renewal. Of course if you don’t 
want renewal, you don’t nurture 
your young talents.

PIZZA – If we don’t know what we’ve 
already got, because we are not able 
to put things in a historical context, 
maybe we also can’t consider what’s 
new?

EM – It’s not that we are not able, 
it’s that we are terrified.  Italy is 
freaked out by the new, and this fear 
has been mainly created by business.  
There was a moment in the 1980s 
when the fashion designers were 
raging for a while, but business got 
the upper hand again very quickly.  
They decided that company 
branding had to come back and they 
buried themselves in it, putting 
creativity to one side. Although they 

Prada needed designers, they hid them in 
their basements. Those basements 
are full of extraordinary young ta-
lents, so extraordinary that we sell 
them overseas. 

PIZZA – Marc Jacobs first 
important job was at Gilmar, and one 
of Nicolas Ghesquière’s first impor-
tant jobs was at 
Trussardi. As soon as they 
started, they were asked to leave. It’s 
a system that doesn’t accept them.

EM – At least at Max Mara they ad-
mit to being “vampires”. As soon as a 
talented young 
designer appears, they engulf them, 
keep them for two 
seasons and then they ditch them. 
They’ve been doing this since 1965, 
in a very obvious way.  This practice 
is part of the 
company’s strategy. The rest don’t 
admit to it. Ms. Miuccia Prada should 
bring out the 
people hiding in her basement - nobo-
dy denies her merits, but she certain-
ly can’t be doing the creative work all 
by herself.

PIZZA – Nobody ever came out on 
the catwalk at Versace, though we 
now know that Marco Zanini (curren-
tly head of Rochas) was behind the 
brand for a long time.

EM – I have a very dear friend who 
worked for Krizia for 25 years.  One 
day she said she was going to buy he-
adache tablets, and never went back. 

PIZZA – On the subject, there is a real 
problem in Italy at the 
moment - the generation 
change.  The old ‘Bigs’ either die or 
retire. But we are not facing the issue 
in its entire complexity.  It gets re-
solved or not resolved at a local level. 
If the business is a family business, 
they try to find a successor internally, 
otherwise it’s a problem. What do you 
think should be the first concern?

EM – It’s about the system in general.  
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Fortuny
The people who created the boom 
of Made In Italy have grown old and 
that’s exactly why they find it hard 
to look ahead. I think that when you 
get older – and I speak from expe-
rience as well - you are less willing 
to try new things. Your experience 
allows you to see the 
meaning of things more clearly, but 
it also stops you from diving into 
every new thing like you did when 
you were in your twenties. Our 
companies are getting old, not only 
at the creative level, but at every 
level. In some cases, like Ferrè, 
everything has been farmed out to 
some entrepreneur who then played 
with the company’s finances, put-
ting it at risk. What will happen to 
this company now? It can’t carry on 
this way. The brand was 
already dead when Ferrè was still 
alive. Now it has neither the 
resources nor the management to 
to allow it to carry on. Everything is 
in the hands of those two poor boys 
who certainly can’t rescue a project 
as big as this one with just their de-
signing skills.

PIZZA – But Saint Laurent quit 
work before he died and appointed 
his successor with great precision 
and foresight: he chose Albert Elbaz. 

EM – Actually, Saint Laurent had 
already sold the prèt à porter 
department and closed down the 
couture atelier.  He thought that 
after him there would be nobody 
else.
On the other hand, I think there is 
an issue with the family structure 
and entrepreneurial skills in Italy.  
Who can Armani leave everything 
to? There is also an image issue for 
brands that are so strongly 
distinguished, and that is not easy 
to resolve.
And then what’s happening around 
us is not pretty. Ferrè was a disaster.  
Valentino was a blood bath. 
Someone still needs to explain to me 
why Romiti bought Valentino, paid 
for it the way he did without 

realizing what was in it, and then 
went and resold it to the Marzot-
to’s. In France if a brand closes 
down, it’s dormant. Here, 
brand-purchase fever broke out 
straight after the Dior affair. Mr. 
Bertelli freely pillaged and killed 
off companies with his own hands, 
followed by many others who had 
earned lots of money with related 
commitments.  It must be hard for 
Mr. Armani to think of a brilliant 
solution for the continuity of his 
company, right now. This problem 
is not about the continuity of the 
creative part – that’s obvious - it’s 
the huge machine  that he built 
that needs to be managed. One 
possible solution could be to put 
someone at the head of the com-
pany who will carry it forwards 
and give it  continuity. In Armani’s 
case, he has his nephews. 

PIZZA – Now we want to know your 
star sign.

EM – Acquarius, ascendant Cancer.

After meeting Enrica Morini, the 
editorial staff of Pizza went out and 
celebrated.
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White     Landmarks

Photographer: Alan Chies @ Victoria's
Styling: Elisa Cambioli

Fashion assistant: Luca Incani
Make up: Sara Casiraghi @ Victoria's

Hair stylist: Fabio Pompozzi 
Model: Brisa Neves @ Women Direct Milan

Location: Circustudios 
Retouching: Numérique

Pink Silver ribbed wool crewneck 
blouse with belt and skirt and 
leather ankle-boots with wood 
wedge, all by Marni. 
Painted stockings stylist own.
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Dankalia wavy fur 
blouse and wool 

crêpe skirt 
by Marni. 

Painted stockings 
stylist own.

Raw cut 
multicolor long silk 

dress by Marni.



Black wool coat 
with cut out fur 
polka dots, red fil 
coupè silk dress 
macro pois 
all by Marni. 
Painted tights and 
gloves stylist own.

Stretch wool crêpe 
coat and shorts, fur 
and leather gloves, 

silver and green 
plastic necklace with 

sleaves pendant 
all by Marni. 

Painted stockings 
stylist own.



V neck blouse and embroidered sequined 
short cape by Marni.

Dankalia leather 
waistcoats and 

skirt, leather and 
fur gloves, 

pony skin ankle 
strap wedge 
all by Marni. 

Painted stockings 
stylist own.
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-----------------------------------THIRTY-SIX
A story about the most 

gracious italian photographer ever
A figure. A number. Thirty-six, the years that have passed from that first 
meeting in the spring of 1974.
   There was nothing in Luigi’s appearance that could attract a girl eleven years 
younger than him. But he had a beautiful voice and pronounced the “r”, when in 
the middle of a word, in a most particular way, slightly smoothed, which made 
him transparent, ethereal and very seductive.
   We were working at the same graphic studio and it was there that he showed 
me his photographs for the first time. I remember the first one, perfectly. He 
passed it to me carefully, with a proud look and gesture. This was an image that 
he was obviously very pleased with. I looked at it and didn’t understand it. He 
was waiting for a comment and I knew it - I didn’t want to disappoint him - but 
after a while, maybe half a minute, I gathered my courage and managed to say 
“Well, what is it?” - guaranteed to kill any enthusiasm, any proud look.
   In the bottom right corner of the picture you could clearly see a woman, sitting 
on an ordinary chair with a sad look on her face. Behind her was a wall made of 
wooden panels, even sadder than her, which covered about one third of the 
image. The remaining two-thirds showed a ballroom with couples dancing, all 
the women in long gowns. A Viennese scene, a debutantes’ ball, with the same 
light falling on the wooden wall and in the ballroom. “I don’t understand, what’s 

Text by: Paola Ghirri
Ph. Marco Marzocchi

Curated by : Alessandro Jumbo Manfredini
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she doing in such a place?” I carried on.
   I had fallen into the trap. His amusement showed in his eyes. “The lady is sit-
ting in a booth at an exhibition in Bologna and what you see on the right (left?) 
is a huge poster.  The trick is in the 
composition, there is no post-production”, he told me with great pleasure.
   I think I can say that this very brief exchange was a real flash of inspiration, 
that those few minutes changed my way of looking at the world and at my life. If 
I’m here now, writing, it’s because it still feels like I’m living those thirty seconds 
in the spring of ‘74.
   I’ve been working with his images for eighteen years now, sometimes with dif-
ficulty or 
bewilderment, with thankfulness, fear, doubt, determination or stubbornness, 
always with the hope that this miracle will keep repeating itself and reach other 
people, and that same intense light will give others the same chance I got to le-
arn and change perspective on this world.
Changing your point of view is certainly useful in photography, but it is essen-
tial in life.

Roncocesi, 1st July 2010 
Paola Ghirri







Marco Marzocchi
Photographer.  Born in Ferrara, Italy, in 1974.

In the late 1980s he started experimenting with his dad’s Polaroid camera.
In those same years he got into skateboarding, which became his other great passion 

and a way of life that introduced him to the rhythm and esthetics of the same 
street culture that still inspires all his work.

In the late 1990s Marco met his mentors who helped him to define his personal 
photographic style and technique while elaborating his esthetic principles. 

He currently works for Slam Jam as an official photographer.

http://www.marcomarzocchi.com



-----------------------------------Thirty-Six-----------------------------------

Luigi Ghirri
 (Scandiano, 5 January 1943 – Reggio Emilia, 14 February 1992) is an international 

master of photography. He started work in 1970 and expressed himself through suspended 
landscapes, unreal, metaphysical, often void of human figures but never void of human intervention.  

Beside his intense activity as an exhibitor, he was an active cultural 
promoter and founded the publishing house Punto e Virgola and organized exhibitions like 

Iconicittà (1980), Viaggio in Italia (1984), Esplorazioni sulla Via Emilia (1986). 
In 1985 he worked for the architecture section of Venice’s Biennale festival, and in 1998 

he curated the photography section of Milan’s Triennale festival. His long and intense reflections on 
the theme of landscapes culminated, towards the end of the 1980s, with the publication of the books 
“Paesaggio italiano”(Italian landscape) and “II profilo delle nuvole” (The shape of clouds), both in 
1989. Parallel to this work, he carried out important studies of Giorgio Morandi’s paintings - on invita-
tion of the Morandi Archive curator, Ghirri undertook the program of documentation of the Bolognese 
painter’s studio. His work is housed in various museums all over the world, amongst which: Stedelijk 
Museum (Amsterdam), Musée de la Photographie Réattu (Arles), Archivio dello Spazio - Amministra-
zione Provinciale (Milano), Galleria Civica (Modena), Museum of Modern Art (New York), Cabinets des 
estampes - Bibliotèque Nationale (Paris), Fond National d’Art Contemporain (Paris), Collection Fnac 

(Paris), Palazzo Braschi -Archivio Fotografico Comunale (Roma).

Paola Ghirri
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When I was a child I suffered from asthma, and 
the old people in my village used to tell me I had 

to “open my lungs” by breathing the air 
in the cowshed. 

My uncle Armando was a butcher – I used to go 
with him to the cowshed whenever he needed to 
buy livestock to slaughter.  I was both fascinated 

and excited by the beasts strung up in the middle 
of the old shed, the men with their white aprons 
all red with blood, hunched under the weight of 

the carcasses on their backs.
I didn’t notice the foul-smelling air anymore - as a 

cure for asthma, it worked.

I grew up in a magical world.
Where I come from, we have a remedy for 

warts - you rub them with a piece of beef and 
then throw the meat in a well. You close your 

eyes and make your wish - that the problem will 
disappear forever in the depths of the earth - then 

you must never go back to that place.
I did it a couple of times, but I wouldn’t dream of 

doing it now.
The warts are all dried up.

Santa Maria a Vico – the Stations of the Cross on 
Good Friday.

For two hundred years now the village has been 
turning into a theatre for the day on Good 

Friday. Everyone joins in, everyone plays their 
part to perfection. There are Roman centurions 

and Mary Magdalene, there is Judas Iscariot and 
Jesus Christ himself.  Those with the most 

expressive and  careworn faces get the main 
roles. Everyone gets an object to carry: there are 

spears, pieces of cloth with sacred writings on 
them, and crowns of thorns. When we were kids, 

we used to fight over the spears. We all wore 
white tunics, with hoods that covered our heads 

and ropes around our waists. 
I will never forget it.  

A man who seemed like a giant used to carry a 
massive piece of black wood on his back – I didn’t 

know what it meant and I still don’t know, but it 
always gives me strength.

The weight that bends your back - like those men 
under the cow carcasses, like old people under 

the weight of time.

I was lucky enough to grow up with my 
grandparents - I was able to live their 

old-fashioned values and traditions.
I spent a lot of time with them, right until the 

end. I felt their time running out, and I felt my 
need to load their history onto my own shoulders.

I remember silent conversations, with words 
made of gestures and looks.

I have tried to recapture, to record those 
gestures, their physical essence.

I have drawn their faces, their traits, their 
postures - their curved bodies transformed by 

time and tiredness.
I stopped the hands of time that they allowed to 

run on in silence.
The scars of life are carved into them, ploughed, 
furrowed, turned like soil, burnt by the sun and 

broken up by the frost. 
I always loved their old skin – that’s what they 
called it, old skin. Stained and spotted like an 

old map of the world, a map made of mountains, 
rivers and erosion, shaped by the years. 

I studied their old age, and the unexpected 
beauty of that new age.
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illustr
ations
:
Fran
 cesco 
fucci

www.francescofucci.blogspot.com

Francesco Fucci is an art director and 
an artist. He work and lives in New

York. Amongst the others currently he 
collaborates with Francisco Costa
Clavin Klein Womanswear fashion 

designer for the set design of the show.
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Peppe Tortora
Photographer

Born : 1977 Naples - 40°50’24.35” N 14° 15’05.89” E 

Live : Paris - 48°51’24.00” N 2°21’03.55” E

Exibitions 
2010 collective exibition The Road to Contemporary MACRO Rome,
2007 performances MACRO Mattatoio Rome
2006 FotoGrafia Festival Internazionale Rome
2005, collective exibition Auditorium, collective exibition MAXXI Rome
2004 collective exibition Complesso del Vittoriano Rome

Fashion photographer, teacher at European Institute of Design, 
he collaborated as photo editor to many publishing projects
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Name    Gruppo di Installazione

Start point coordinates: 41° 54’ 03.64” N 12° 27’ 59.71” E
city             Roma

region       Lazio

End point coordinates: 45° 27’ 49.30” N 9° 11’ 30.27” E

city       Milano

region      Lombardia

Gruppo di Installazione Interview
Photo : Claudia Pozzoli
Interview : Elisa Cambioli
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Are you consciously reworking Italian traditions? 
If so, what is your aim ?

[Samanta]: We feel very strongly the pull, the power 
and the attraction of our heritage, and it’s in danger of 
being lost. In Italy people have often thrown away the 

trousseaus that we then work with. We would like to 
see this country loving its own history again (and its 

drama) and starting to give some value to the care, the 
effort, the time that has been spent in doing something 

for someone else. The hands that worked on these items 
have left their mark.

[Fabrizio]: The aim? To expand our project into other 
fields that we find interesting. To not stop at textiles or 

the home: how about food, furniture, 
garments or who knows what.

At this particular point in history many people would 
be happy to leave Italy: what makes you love or hate 

your country right now?
[Fabio]: I love that Italy has a chance to relaunch itself 
as a creative country. I hate Christmas movies, designer 

restaurants and sad Italian singers.
[Fabrizio]: I love Italian food so much. I hate the 

general cultural decay that we have been going through 
for years now. In industries where we used to excel (like 

cinema and literature) we are internationally 
non-existent today, or pretty much so. I hate the 

inadequacy of our leaders and this excessive desire to 
please everyone with the information we receive.

[Samanta]: Of course we’ve thought about running away 
– we still do occasionally. I have to say, on a bitter note, 

that all the things I love about Italy come from the past.
If you had to leave Italy, what things would you take 

with you to remember where you come from? 
[Samanta]: Photos and family objects.

[Fabio]: Just like the immigrants in the 1900’s, I would 
take sausages, preserves, pasta and maybe some books 

by Pasolini and films by Fellini.
[Fabrizio]: My grandfather’s coat.

Where are you heading, or where would 
you like to go?

[Fabio]: We’d like to make our origins well known 
through the colors and feelings that a “traditional” 
Italian bedspread can deliver to a home in NY, in 

northern Europe or Tokyo.
[Fabrizio]: I hope we’ll go far, but staying close 

to ourselves.
Who are the people who usually ask you to interpret, 

modify and give new life to their trousseaus?
[Fabio]: People like us who appreciate the different 

values in objects that have a history.
[Fabrizio]: People like us who see them as a medium for 

their own memories.
Who would you like to see coming through the door 

of your showroom?
[Fabio]: Lucien Freud and Lars von Trier, 

of those who are still alive.
[Samanta]: Nice people.

[Fabrizio]: No-one in particular. Anyone who has 
kindness and good manners in their nature.

Do you think your work is appreciated and understo-
od by your fellow Italians?

[Samanta]: The few that have met us have usually 
understood and shared the ideals of our work.

[Fabio]: Luckily, there are people in Italy who can 
appreciate us, although I don’t think it is a 

territorial issue – it’s about being sensitive and 
interested in something that doesn’t scream for 

attention, but quietly tells a story.
[Fabrizio]: Yes. In the same way as it does for us, it stirs 

up memories and images of one’s own history 
in other people.

Do you think your shop would work just as well in 
another country?

[Samanta]: It would probably work much better in other 
countries, for a number of reasons, amongst them the 

power and attraction that Italy still has abroad, despite 
the best efforts of the Italians to destroy their country.

When I say Italy, what are the words 
that spring to mind?

[Samanta]: Grandmother, countryside, soup.
[Fabio]: The Renaissance, churches, art, our culinary tradi-

tion, of course the designs of Magistretti, 
Castiglioni, but also and above all, Totò 

and De Sica’s neorealism.
[Fabrizio]: I would add creativity and craftsmanship.

How did you guys meet? 
[Fabrizio]: At a big clothing company.

[Fabio]: The cathedral in the desert that devoured us has 
only one saving grace – it brought us together. 

Or maybe it wasn’t the only one.
How did you get the idea of forming a group? 
[Fabrizio]: We met, we got to know each other, 

we liked each other.
[Samanta]: The group was actually going before the idea 

itself, then we had this mutual feeling that we 
wanted to share ideas and develop them together.

[Fabio]: We wanted to innovate by following an 
different path. At that time, technical materials and plasti-
cs were very big. We tried to follow the only road that we 

found stimulating.
When and how did you first find yourselves talking 

about tradition and the trousseau?
[Samanta]: during a business trip in search of new and 

innovative materials! Somebody pointed us in the direction 
of an old bedspread factory, we visited it, and seeing the 

abandoned products in that place sparked a desire to bring 
them back to life. 

[Fabio]: I’d like to add that the trousseau made us start 
thinking about the way some objects belong to a 

traditional way of thinking and to a culture that we are still 
part of. All too often people forget about such items. From 
there we started rethinking the role of these objects in the 
relationships between people, their value within marriage 

and the family, and therefore in the bed and at the table.
Where do you get this need to regain possession of the 

past and turn it into your work?
[Samanta]: Nothing more than the certainty that you can 

only create something new once you’ve reclaimed your 
roots, got to know them well, and learned to love them (or 
hate them) for what they are.  After that, trying to create 

an “activity” that is a natural, 
harmonious extension of ourselves and of our history is just 

a sweet utopia.
[Fabio]: Turning it into a job is the hardest part. 

The only theme that grabbed us then and still excites us 
today is the past, soaked in our personal memories. We 

experienced our ancestry in a domestic setting, today we 
want to transfer it into our work.

[Fabrizio]: To us, the past is the starting point in order to 
create contemporary objects. It’s important for us to be 

able to rework the past, turning it into something new, that 
has nothing to do with nostalgia.

Why have you chosen the trousseau as your means of 
expression? Was it a particular meeting, a place, a 

specific image?
[Samanta]: The trousseau is a cultural asset that 

accompanies the family story, even in the most 
proletarian of circumstances.. The pieces of a trousseau 

form a cocoon of love that you carry with you through the 
most important moments of your life.

What kind of modifications do you do, and why? What 
is your approach to a new item? Do you have a particu-

lar method?
[Samanta]: We choose obsolete materials that stir up me-
mories, general or personal, and we try and find the most 

efficient way to communicate their continuing vitality.
[Fabrizio]: We start with some research. We find objects, 
fabrics, embroideries, prints and trimmings and we build 
our pieces from there. What is vital is that they are real 

things. Then we might transform them with some techno-
interventions, such as laser cutting or welding. Then we try 

not to stop at what we’ve achieved, we put it back up for 
debate (so it’s essential that in this last phase there is more 

than one person involved...).



[Fabio]: It would work better.
[Fabrizio]: Especially in a different country. Despite it all, 

Italy is still a symbol of culture and good taste.
Your favorite pizza?

[Fabio]: If I’m very hungry, Capricciosa. 
If I’m only a bit hungry, Napoli.

[Fabrizio]: Margherita with “friarelli” 
(a kind of peppers, T.n.), naturally from Naples.

[Samanta]: Two extremes: either a pizza Napoletana DOC, 
or a PizzaHut with weird toppings.



Gruppo di Installazione Interview



Peppe Tortora



Swedish grey bed. In pure gustavian style, a cross between rococo and 
neoclassicism with a minimalistic swedish twist.

THE WAY 
HE IS

A photographic interview with Rochas creative director Marco Zanini.
Pizza was allowed to walk around Zanini’s house while chatting with him. Curiosity killed the cat 
but didn’t scare the Milano based designer who took us on to personal trip through the 
smallest pieces of his life. At the end a cold gazpacho was served, made by the very hands of 
one of the most talented italian designers. Ph.Rosi Di Stefano Curated by : Andrea Batilla
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Piece of furniture with drawers. Above it, among other things, 
lie two small soft toys animals from Steif and some 

Gustavsberg series Argenta deco vases.

Photographic books. The first one about the occupation of Paris, 
the second one on the works of Lartigue, french photographer from 

the second half of 1900, the third one on the works of Albert Kahn, one 
of the first travellers/photoreporters of  last century and the last one 

about transmattan carpets.



T-shirt Morrissey. Bought in 1987 on a study tour in London. 
Almost completely worn out.Leather boots. Worn by Billy Idol, bought at Relic in London. 



CD. History of rock and roll, from The Cramps to The Smiths to Karen Elson.
Wall with photos. All pictures from Wolfgang Tillmans except the young 

bearded man that is from Paul Mpagi Sepuya.



Wall with photos. A collection of photos by Robert Mapplethorpe or with 
him as a subject. One of the works contains a pair of the artist 

underpants. Mapplethorpe portrait as a young man was taken by 
Gerard Malanga and was bought straight from the artist 

who lives in poverty in New York City.Work of  Robert Mapplethorpe close to a stuffed raven. Pag.71
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A day with John Giorno. 
Alessandro Zuek Simonetti, 
photographer and first-class 
Big Apple immigrant, talks 
about the famous 
experimental poet, 
New Yorker of Italian 
origins, champion of Sound 
Poetry.

The first time I saw John 
Giorno perform was at the 
308 Bowery Poetry Club, a 
few blocks north of number 
222 of the same street. At 
the end of the last century 
this place was a youth ho-
stel, in an area pretty much 
full of Italian immigrants.  
Over the years it’s turned 
into a permanent art space 
that contains John’s studio, 
amongst others. Traces 
of colour from the work of 
Fernand Leger and Mark 
Rothko have penetrated into 
the walls and wooden 
floors of the lofts, as have 
the words and gun powder 
from the rifle that belonged 
to the Beat writer William S. 
Burroughs, the founding 
father of the so-called 
Bunker.

At first glance, the rooftop 
of the building seems to 
be decorated for a birthday 
party. It turns out to be 
Tibetan prayer flags. In the 
basement, John has set up a 
small Buddhist temple.

In spite of the new Bowery 
Hotel and the decentra-
lization of the art scene 
due to the imposing mo-
nolithic presence of the 
New Museum, in spite of 
the $4000-a-month luxury 
condos, the closing down of 
the historical punk venue 
CBGB’s and the opening of 
Whole Food supermarket, in 
spite of it all - Bowery street 
is still a dirty street. It just 
can’t shake off the Salvation 
Army centre, the methadone 
pushers, the Bowery 
Mission, and all those 
American Fellini characters 
that are now so  familiar to 
me and Downtown’s 
iconic-highlanders. Type 

“222 Bowery New York, NY” 
into Google Maps and you’ll 
see what I’m talking about. 

No doubt about it, today 
Bowery is Downtown NY’s 
mercury thermometer – 
just like the ones they put 
in your armpit to measure 
your temperature when you 
were a kid. It seems like you 
can read the temperature by 
the amount of new steel and 
glass buildings that keep 
springing up, and have even 

222 Bowery

A day with 
John Giorno. 

Alessandro 
Zuek Simonetti, 

photographer and 
first-class Big Apple 

immigrant, talks 
about the famous 

experimental poet, 
New Yorker of Italian 
origins, champion of 

Sound Poetry.

Text Author/Picture Ale Zuek Simonetti / www.zuekphotography.com / Curated By Federica Tattoli
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invaded the bit of Bowery 
that crosses Chinatown.  
But this is not Saturday 
Night Fever, it’s a different 
virus.

From John’s bedroom 
window, on the second floor 
of the building, you can see 
the metal wall of the New 
Museum with its neon sign 
HELL YES by the Swiss 
artist Rondinone, John’s 
boyfriend. “Its funny! When 
we wake up together the 
first thing we see is his 
sculpture on the other side 
of the street…” says John, 
waving his hands just as he 
did during his performance 
a couple of weeks ago.

Having spent a day at 222 
Bowery, it’s impossible for 
me to understand what this 
street represents to 
Downtown NY; from the 
image of John and his 
poetry - silk-screen printed 
or filled in with black pencil 
and drawn round with 
squares, his theatrical 
presence in a pair of New 
Balance sneakers, his 
unusual and sleep-inducing 
role in Andy Warhol’s 
movie “Sleep” ...Every time 
I happen to walk in front of 
the Bunker I always glance 
up, hoping to see him in the 
window where I took his 
picture, still waving his 
hands.





222 Bowery

JOHN GIORNO 
(born New York, 1936) 

is among the best-known 
experimental poets. His origins 

are Italian - his family comes from 
Tursi, a small town in Matera 

province. In 1965 he founded the 
“Giorno Poetry 

System 
Institute”, 

a production 
company aimed at 

promoting the 
development of communication 

between poets and new audiences. 
In 1970 he 

organised a 
service called 

Dial-A-Poem 
at the 

Museum of 
Modern Art 

in New York, 
making five 

minutes 
of poetry 
available 
over the 

telephone to 
those who 

dialed a 
certain 
phone 

number. 
He has made 

radio 
programs, 
published 

poetry on matchboxes, t-shirts, 
curtains, chocolate etc.  

A performer who makes a 
great impact, he has also 

worked as an actor: in 1963 he 
worked in Andy Warhol’s film 

Sleep; in 1971 he directed 
September on Jessore Road, 

featuring the poet Allen 
Ginsberg. In 1982 he worked in 

Ron Mann’s film Poetry in motion.

ALESSANDRO ZUEK SIMONETTI 
The New York City 
based 
photographer was 
born in Italy and grew 
up parallel to the ur-
ban street cultures of 
the early 90’s. After 
his graduation from 
the Accademy of Fine 
Arts of Venice in 2001 
he became a professor 
of Photography at The 
Institute of Arts in Pa-
dova, Italy.
His works 
have been 
published in 
important 
national and 
international 
magazines 
such as Rol-
ling 
Stone, GQ, 
Warp 
Magazine 
Japan, Tema 
Celeste, Vice 
and Theme. 
He has also 
collaborated 
with bran-
ds such as 
Carhartt, 
Zoo York, 
55dsl, Lee, Evisu, 
Sartoria Comunicazio-
ne and Slam Jam.
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Le Amiche

Biancofiore The Whore Emma The Woman In Business

Leonarda The Dark Lady
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Rosi The Lesbian

Elvira The Widow Clelia The Middle-Class Woman



Photographer: Luca Campri
Styling: Elisa Cambioli

Biancofiore The Whore:
Mila Schön 80’s silk shirt and Versace ring 

Emma The Woman In Business:
Valentino 90’s tailleur

Leonarda The Dark Lady:
Basile 90’s blazer 

Rosi The Lesbian:
Valentino 90’s blazer and 70’s shirt

 
Elvira The Widow:

Valentino 80’s shantung blouse and skirt

Clelia The Middle-Class Woman:
Sartoria Deanira 60’s silk dress and suede belt 

Cristina The Lolita:
Moschino 80’s dress and button pearl earrings 

All Clothes by Elio Ferraro Gallery Store Milan

Photographer assistant: Tota
Fashion assistant: Nicolò Terraneo

Hair & Makeup: Sara Muzio
Models: Carolina Cavalli @ Joy, Anisia Tripa @ 

Joy, Eleonora Meneghini @ Flash 

Cristina The Lolita

Le Amiche
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The girls 
who 

dressed 
up 

Madonna 
A theatre 

performance about 
Madge, Hillary Clinton and 

Maria Shriver Schwarzenegger

2006/2009. Letizia Buoso, Alessandra Carati and Glenda Sampietro cut 
out and file pictures, newspaper articles, interviews, books, records, videos 
by and about Madonna, Hillary Clinton, Maria Shriver and Rosemary 
Kennedy. 
They transcribe all materials literally and arrange them in text strings.

2009. They found bleach blonde, an artistic team working on performing 
arts.
They compose a dramaturgy - ero nuda e mi avete vestita, create a garment, 
three scenic acts, and a performance - per Rosemary. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------

2006/2009. Letizia Buoso, Alessandra Carati and Glenda Sampietro cut 
out and file pictures, newspaper articles, interviews, books, records, videos 
by and about Madonna, Hillary Clinton, Maria Shriver and Rosemary 
Kennedy. 
They transcribe all materials literally and arrange them in text strings.

2009. They found bleach blonde, an artistic team working on performing 
arts.
They compose a dramaturgy - ero nuda e mi avete vestita, create a garment, 
three scenic acts, and a performance - per Rosemary. 

In ero nuda e mi avete vestita (I was naked and you dressed me up), Ma-
donna, Hillary Clinton and Maria Shriver become bodies in the darkness 
of the scene. 
In the light of rising stars, with an act of creation they give life to animals, 
and declare their basic needs (food, clothing) that become increasingly am-
bitious (make a  difference, become queens).
The universe responds: it gives them dresses, shoes, wigs, microphones and 
lights. 
What happens if I keep getting what I want? 
Time and space bend: the present time is eternal, incandescent and leaves no 
trail.  There is no experience of waiting. Space is always virtually available 
in its entirety. Everything loses depth, substance, resistance: it’s pure surface.

/Rosemary Kennedy, 1918-2005.
Sister of Joe Junior, JFK, Kathleen, Eunice, Patricia, Bobby, Jean, Ted. 
Radiant, a strong and muscular body. She doesn’t obey the rules, doesn’t 
stand on ceremony. 
During the political rise of her brothers, her family starts considering her as 
a hindrance.  In 1941 they subject her to a prefrontal lobotomy and isolate 
her in a religious institute in Wisconsin until her death.

Rosemary is the wound on the surface: forced into a dress, distanced from 
her intellectual abilities, hidden from sight, used as an element of represen-
tation, she doesn’t keep silent, doesn’t die. She holds out in the background

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------

We are not interested in a biographical sketch or in the denunciation of a 
little-known event.
We give substance to her experience, build up a space, a soundscape, a vi-
sion./bleach blonde

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------

In November 2009, the project was selected by Chiara Guidi/Societas 
Raffaello Sanzio for React! - International Announcement 
Residencies of Theatre Research and Practice - Santarcangelo 
2009/2011. 

It will make its debut during Vetrina Italia/Festival MilanOltre, on 
October 15th 2010 at Teatro Elfo Puccini in Milan.

Ph. Denise Sampietro and Carlo Villa
Performer Eleonora Todesco

by Bleach BlondePag.88



The fate of a woman 
is to be dressed.
                            Luce Irigaray





Do I    have to cha  nge my name?
            Will it get me                                        far?
          Should I lose some weight?
   Am I gonna be a star?





Esther Mathis
Photographer

Born :  1985 Zurich  -  47°22’08.49” N    8° 32’16.92” E 
Live :    Milan  -  45°27’49.30” N    9°11’30.27” E

Exibitions 
2010 CircusStudio, Brevi Racconti, Milan | SCOPE Basel , Jarach Gallery ,
Basel | Go away white, Jarach Gallery, Venice | MiArt ArtNow, Jarach 
Gallery, Milan. 

2009 Galleria Traghetto, Rome | Il mistero del mondo, Jarach Gallery, Venice | 
Galleria San Fedele, Milan | Artist in Residence: O’Artoteca, Milan | 
Jungkunst, Winterhthur (CH). 

2008 
Foto & Photo – Biennale Internazionale di Fotografia,Milan | 
Premio Artevisive San Fedele, Milan | School of Visual Arts , SVA.

enrico, 2010
digital serigraphic print on tissue paper
cm 40 x 34 (not framed)
ed. 3 + 2 A.p.

monia, 2010
digital serigraphic print on tissue paper

cm 40 x 34 (not framed)
ed. 3 + 2 A.p.

benedikt, 2010
digital serigraphic print on tissue paper
cm 40 x 34 (not framed)
ed. 3 + 2 A.p.
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untitled #1, 2010  
digital serigraphic print on tissue paper  
cm 50 x 100 (not framed) 
ed. 3 + 2 A.p. 

untitled #2, 2010  
digital serigraphic print on tissue paper  
cm 50 x 100 (not framed) 
ed. 3 + 2 A.p. 

schnee, 2008
format 4:3
15 min
ed: 5
Courtesy Jarach Gallery



untitled #1, 2009
inkjet print on 
100% cotton paper
cm 72 x 100
ed.1/5



untitled #3, 2009
inkjet print on 100% 
cotton paper
cm 72 x 100
ed.1/5



Peppe Tortora



 Nicholas. Portrait # 01

Photo: Alan Chies

By Antonio Masciariello

“Era solo. Nessuno gli badava e lui era felice, 
accanto al cuore selvaggio della vita. Era solo e 
giovane e risoluto e selvaggio, solo in un deserto 
di aria selvaggia e di acque salmastre. Libero.                                                               
”Portrait of the artist as a young man, J. Joyce,1916.
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“He was alone. He was unheeded, happy and near to the wild heart of life. 
He was alone and young  and willful and wild hearted, alone amid 

a waste of wild air and brackish waters. Free.” 
Portrait of the artist as a young man, J. Joyce,1916.

Nicholas Julitta is 27 years old and works in Milan as a fashion designer. He’s going to launch his 
own collection, the first prototypes of which has been shown in Milan last September in a 
perfomance he conceived.  He is shy and introverted, curious and passionate. In his graduate 
project - The Virgin of Nuremberg - bristly and metallic twisted raw fibers, chemical corrosion, 
mechanical abrasion, smeared polyurethane, over-washing, oxidation and waxing become tools 
that define a concept of dark, disturbing beauty, violent and profoundly human.  Just like his own 
story. 
“When I saw Sunn O))) in concert for the first time, it was in a small club. The lights were off, and 
the audience was still and silent. Dreamlike vibrations. A spotlight slowly lit up the figures on 
stage. They were dark and wore tunics. First chord. Distorted. Somebody among the audience 
raised a videocamera to start filming – not a brave soul, just an annoying intrusion. 
The disturbing figures on stage, like severe monks, slowly and simultaneously pointed at this 
provoker of nothing, letting that riff go on endlessly, until the guy put down the camera and, 
with it, his gaze and his awkward being, shrinking until he disappeared into the black hole that 
he himself had created. Monks in chorus, with dignity, almost sacred. Then it began, like a hand 
squeezing your throat, with vibrations that churn your intestines and sounds that bleed to the 
end of your veins.
A celebration of nonsense. Lifeless bodies with beaten outlines.  It was as if the bottles were so 
scared they committed suicide jumping from the shelves. As if the floor was screaming. And us, 
motionless. Tight lips and flickering eyelids.As if a huge wall was moving closer and closer to 
you, taller and taller, bigger and bigger, harder and harder, as if two hands were holding your 
ankles to stop you from moving. As if you were stuck in the same spot, defenceless and at the mer-
cy of chaos. As if you were looking at yourself from above.
Motionless, thrashing around. There you go. This is exactly what can make me believe there 
are still things to see, to feel, to try. To experiment. To live. No fear of making mistakes, just the 
overwhelming desire to try again. With no need to turn back. And with one single question about 
what I will do.
Every single day I ask myself if the things around me and the things I do are really what I want. If 
this is what I want to do.  Or is fashion really something I hate, something that selfishly tortures 
me every day. 
Then I think of all the months, days and nights, hours and minutes spent trying to dress an idea, 
a person who doesn’t exist, somebody that you only imagined but who keeps invading your mind.  
I think of those few minutes when it seems really possible to dress that idea, that exact second 
when everything in front of you is clear and perfect, almost tangible. And I’m happy, even if I’m 
the only one who understands it. Even though it’s a lie, and I know it. Everything will end. That 
perfection, your perfection, so clear in your mind for just one fucking second, it doesn’t exist, you 
can’t touch it or draw it. And all that time you have spent will be burned up in a few minutes of a 
show....I am happy in that precise and insignificant thousandth of a second. 
Just like music: they say it is beautiful because it dies as soon as it is born.
It’s something extremely primitive, the premonition of the concept. Knowing how an image will 
stand up. I start from the sensation that the fibres produce when they touch the body, and finish 
with the outer smearing. All my single choices and all the work in-between, they have a precise 
aim. They are endless and countless preferences that I choose while doubting what will come 
across from the garment. Maybe the details.  Fibre, work done on the fibre. Fabric, work done on 
the fabric. Garment, work done on the garment. This is how I work.  And maybe that thing, that 
thousandth of a second, that apparent contradiction in terms that is brought to life by musicians 
in tunics, it shakes hands with what you would call a figment of the imagination.” 

Nicholas Julitta



1

Marcan-
tonio 
Raimon-
di Maler-
ba

The artist and designer, born 1973, talks about some of his most recent work.  

Curated By Federica Tattoli/ Foto Marcantonio Raimondi Malerba
Pag.114



2Con le viscere in mano (Bowels in hand) is a ce-
ramic, the first of a series.
Sometimes you find yourself unable to manage 
your feelings and the boy with his intestines in 
his hands represents this condition. We listen 
less and less to our guts, our bowels, ourselves. 
If you look at his face, it feels like he just doesn’t 
know where to put these things.I presented this 
scene cleanly, leaving the human figure spotless 
so that it could represent a symbolic condition, 
a metaphor. The rules of society that stop us 
from listening to ourselves, are the same ones 
that rule consumerism and stain our hands with 
blood.

8Elefante con vasca (Elephant with bathtub). 
A recurring theme in my work is the relationship 
between humans and nature. The elephant with 
bathtub is a playful and childish association that 
provokes deep thoughts. Elephants are always 
pictured washing themselves with their trunks, 
whereas this one holds the bathtub like an 
industrial forklift truck.  It’s not an Indian 
elephant, this breed lives in Africa where there 
is no water, amongst other things.

Also in 7Rinoceronte con sedie (Rhinoceros with 
chairs) the relationship between humans and 
nature comes into play. There is an unlikely 
balance of chairs piled up on an inconceivable 
power, which, for the moment, has not been 
unleashed...

4Completo o cuore con ninfea (Complete, or 
heart with a water lily). I started a series of 
ceramic hearts a few years ago, they’re 
hyper-realistic and all hand made, each one is 
different to the others. I would like to make 
hundreds of them and cover the floor of a 
gallery. I don’t want to represent violence with 
them: the heart is a symbol of itself, love, 
passion, life. I would like to create some sort of 
sacred archive to preserve these feelings, these 
organs placed on clean pillows as if in prayer or 
penance, waiting for something to happen. In 
Completo a water lily grows from the veins of a 
heart immersed in water, and it blossoms above 
the water surface: a clear reference to amniotic 
fluid and the birth of feelings.

5Fiorita (Blossomed) is very representative of 
my work, half-way between art and design. A 
little branch has blossomed from an old chair – 
it’s a piece about time, respect for the past, about 
origins and nature.

6You and Me is a piece that is intimately bound 
to its own meaning. The table is what our 
grandmothers used in their kitchens, the 
chandelier is sculpted from a single block 
of marble. 

7Cane con rami (Dog with branches) is part of a 
series of more intimate and ironic sculptures, a 
dreamlike image that we create within our own 
houses every time we play with our domestic 
animals, giving them human characteristics.

21



43



65



87
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Ph. Luca Ascari



Ring and sacred heart necklace El Rana

†Just one word and I’ll be saved‡‡‡‡Photographer: Saverio Cardia / Styling: Giovanni Dionisii
Hair & Makeup: Virginia Rizzo / Models: Céline Derrien @ Beatrice, Zac Malone @ Beatrice, Andrea Stefani @ 2morrow Models

Long black skirt Gianni Serra
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Optical plissè skirt Gianni Serra White fur cape and black fur vest Secskin, Rings El Rana



Bicolor chiffon shirt and tulle mask stylist’s own Black wool dress Paolo Errico, Black rubber collar Cristian Dorigatti



Rubber armor Cristian Dorigatti, Silver rings with simbols and heart pendant El Rana White cotton shirt Gianni Serra, Black embroidered collar stylist’s own



Bicolor chiffon sleeveless shirt stylist’s own, Long rubber collar Cristian Dorigatti Pag.135



A
Don’t stop‘til you get enough

Aldo Lanzini Aviance

Doing and creating is the same thing for 
Aldo Lanzini, but not out of necessity. 
It’s a natural and spontaneous process 
that manifests wherever and whenever, 
crossing over territories and breaking 
down barriers. 

Curated By Federica Tattoli
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PIZZA/Who is Aldo Lanzini Aviance?
AL/ Marguerite Duras used to say you’re 
never the same as yourself. If I tell you who 
I am now, I’ll be excluding who I will be in a 
moment. Just today I noticed a mark on my 
face that wasn’t there before.

PIZZA/Have you been influenced much by 
being born in Italy?
AL/ My roots are definitely Italian. The way I 
express my thoughts, that’s been shaped by 
language itself, by my mother tongue. 
Having said that, I hate these concepts of 
nationality and belonging. When you grow 
up it takes incredible effort to shake off 
certain cultural attitudes that mould your 
mind.

PIZZA/ Handcraft is an integral part of your 
creations, why is that?
AL/ I am fascinated by techniques more than 
by craftsmanship (which has its origins in 
tradition). I love working with my hands, I 
learn by doing rather than studying 
techniques – I observe and I try until I find 
another way of doing things. I research and 
follow techniques not because I want to 
conquer them, but to interact with them 
without possessing them, otherwise it would 
just be an interaction with myself.
This kind of work is always an encounter – to 
quote Luce Iragaray: “I don’t integrate you 
into my world, but I move to a place where we 
are both free from ourselves; a place which is 
neither mine nor yours.” Actually, mastering 
a technique allows me to forget the 
technique itself and think about something 
else. Beyond the final result (that becomes 
public) I am intrigued by open creation 
processes, with blurred edges, nomadic but 
also oscillating (I am referring to the 
Oscillating Thought of Francesca Rigotti)
... so while I’m doing things, I’m “changing”.

PIZZA/ You were born in a small town in 
Valtellina, you’ve lived in New York and then 
Milan. What have these places left in you? 
AL/ Really it’s all mixed and interwoven. 
Sitting next to a big tree, I noticed that lots 
of its roots were sticking out of the ground.  
This means that even roots (taken as a 
metaphor and symbol of a beginning, 
of foundations and the possiblity of a return 
to the origins) are never the same as 
themselves. Roots grow, some die, some 
grow out of the ground, others go deeper 
and go in directions you never dreamed of: 
the Deleuzian rhizome.
Deleuze uses a metaphor to try and explain 
what is contemporary (and what you are) by 
comparing it with felt (a material I used to 
sew my Aliens, tautologically speaking).
Felt is an unwoven material, if you look at it 
under a microscope you can see lots of small 
bits that are connected almost irreversibly: 
it has no direction, no right and wrong side 

and it is almost impossible to get it back to 
its original shape. As I said before: all things 
mix, weave, in fact they entangle.

PIZZA/ Your creations develop in different 
directions: installations, dresses, sketches, 
puppets, visual poetry... why is that, what is 
the connecting thread?
AL/ I think this kind of diverse production is 
pretty common - it’s the state of being 
human today, the ability to develop a kind of 
conscious schizophrenia (referring to Mille 
Plateaux) – a fluid movement, that takes the 
most appropriate shape in certain 
circumstances and could take a different 
shape in other circumstances.

PIZZA/ Your work doesn’t follow a projected 
plan, it just creates itself - like your crochet 
work, for example. Can you explain how this 
happens? How are the masks and dresses 
born? Each one of these objects is really an 
individual with its own life. Do these 
individuals take charge of the work? Your 
pieces are often works in progress - why is 
that?
AL/ When I work, I ignore the planning part 
of it (I’m interested in tactics, not strategies) 
- I don’t start from a sketch or a pattern; 
those techniques have their own autonomy.
Within a technique, I try to find that moment 
of opening, that window where I can slip in 
and come out again with something that I 
wasn’t looking for.
It’s like building the self, which is the ulti-
mate act of creation.  In creating your own 
identity you’re never static (part creation 
and part discovery, as Quentin Crisp used to 
say), you keep shifting between inside and 
outside, between past, present and future.
With the crochet work I always stay close to 
the body: I start with a piece and then I bring 
it close and move it around until it finds its 
position; and I go on from there, sometimes 
everything goes upside down, but in the end 
I find the best shape. It’s a personal 
experience.
My work is unique in the sense that I don’t 
just put separate pieces together - 
everything grows together along a path 
which I see as similar to the building of the 
self.

PIZZA/ Philosophy and literature - how 
important are they in your daily life and in 
your art?
AL/ I read a lot, but quite often I don’t 
remember what I’ve read. Philosophy has 
helped me perform a sort of mental gender 
swap.  In short, the feminine thought 
(produced by the female body) has shaped an 
opening in me that the male-centred 
thought completely prevented.

PIZZA/ Colour and music - what feelings do 
they provoke in you, how important are they 





AL/ I’m grateful for the experience. 
Thanks to that situation, I have 
understood who I am.

PIZZA/What made you come back to Italy?
AL/ I followed the whole bureaucratic 
process to obtain Naturalization status 
and residence in the States. I got a series 
of negative responses, so I appealed to the 
Superior Court in Washington, which 
decided I was not suitable, and forced me 
(by starting a deportation process) to 
leave the United States. I was banned from 
returning to American territory for 3 
years. So I came back to Italy in 2004 
after being away for almost 15 years. I 
could be somewhere else instead of being 
here, that’s almost irrelevant.

PIZZA/ What is an artist in your opinion?
AL/ It’s a position you are recognised for 
and appointed to by others.

PIZZA/ There is a page on your website 
where you list the people that you like. 
Did they influence you? Who are they and 
what do you have in common with them?
AL/ Really the list is endless but there’s 
not much space for it. What you see on my 
website is just the beginning.
I could do what Miltos Manetas did – he 
listed all the people that had influenced 
him in his life, and then left it up to Google 
to explain who they are.

PIZZA/ Some of your creations are 
dresses. What does fashion mean to you?
AL/ Works of art are usually taken very 
seriously – so making one you can wear 
lightens things up a bit.
Fashion, art, design...they’re closed terms, 
labels that don’t interest me. I go 
wherever I’m most welcome. It’s an old 
problem that Duchamp already solved: it’s 
the context that decides the value. If you 
wear a dress, it’s fashion. If you frame it or 
put it in a museum, it’s art. It’s an old 
issue, and there’s no solution because 
really there’s no problem.
Fashion, and all that revolves around it, 
often has a transient nature, and that suits 
me down to the ground. It’s a world that’s 
usually more welcoming than others.

PIZZA/ Thinking about the name of our 
magazine, in conclusion: what’s your 
favorite pizza?
AL/ Margherita.

in your work?
AL/ I have no answer for the reason 
behind my use of colors (in Crochets 
and Illegal Aliens) - maybe to avoid a 
particular kind of investigation within 
the world of art that puts the dark, the 
gloomy and the deep on a level above 
everything else.
Music on the other hand - that’s one of 
the expressions that overwhelms me 
most often.
Oliver Sacks’ studies on the effects of 
sound and music are fascinating.
When I was a child in Milan I loved 
Gianni Sassi’s festival, where sound 
took many different forms. Then in New 
York, I danced for hours on end. We used 
to go to see Junior Vasquez play at 4 in 
the morning and we were still on the 
dance floor at 2 the next afternoon – we 
did that for years!
I do particularly like electronic music (it 
produces some sort of electricity in me), 
but I listen to everything from Britney 
Spears to Virgin Prunes.

PIZZA/ The Illegal Aliens project - can 
you tell me how these creatures were 
born? 
AL/ It’s a project that started in New 
York in 1995 as a tribute to all forms of 
clandestinity, be it physical or mental, 
a tribute to the foreigners, the aliens, 
whatever is far away from you.
Again in this kind of work I go straight 
to creating with the fabric without any 
preparation or sketches. With no 
pattern, everything I produce is unique. 
The accent is on being unique, being an 
individual.
This ignorance that’s spreading 
everywhere regarding aliens, strangers 
– it makes me so angry! In Italy, the 
Bossi/Fini law on the crime of 
clandestinity is unacceptable, 
medieval and primitive; an indicator of 
how closed some minds are, how 
ignorant and how very cruel. If you are 
unlucky enough to be born in certain 
countries on this planet, you have 
nothing except a hard and terrifying 
way ahead. So everyone cultivates their 
own orchard and fences grow.

PIZZA/ Why do Illegal Aliens get 
adopted, or is it them adopting us? 
AL/ To highlight the situations that an 
individual can be freed from, with the 
help given by another. In the end it’s 
really them adopting us.

PIZZA/ Connecting to the previous 
question, Illegal Alien is the anglosaxon 
term used for illegal foreigners. You 
lived in New York for many years - how 
was it being a foreigner? Pag.143
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The Grand Hotel ed de Milan is the very first memory I have of Milan. That might 
be because I’ve always dreamed of living in a hotel - in a different one for each of my 
favourite cities in the world. Luxurious yet unpretentious, noble establishments 

like this one capture the essence of each city, but still manage to cater to the 
individual - the waiter uses your name, as though you are the only guest he has 
to take care of, while he serves you using porcelain and silver from times gone by.  
This is a  grand house where you can discover a new room with every visit, invent a 
new fantasy, become a new character. You wake up in the beating heart of the city, 
and your temporary next-door-neighbours are the families that are really making 
the history of this place. Head out in the opposite direction to Via Montenapoleone 

and walk under the trees of Via Giardini into streets lined with elegant 
buildings, where you can spot publishing entrepreneurs, fashion icons and design 

gurus, going to and from their homes.
I love the Grand Hotel et de Milan for its beauty and its charm, for the way it 

makes me feel part of this bourgeois, intellectual, motion-picture Milan, but above 
all for its American Bar.  In spite of its mirrored walls, décor and open-plan layout, 
Gerry’s is cosy and secluded – a place to retreat to, and that’s rare in this day and 

age of wannabes. Gerry’s also serves the best club sandwich in the city (in my 
opinion), which has become one of my countless culinary obsessions. Their tea 

ritual is so impeccabile, and so Italian, that it would pleasantly surprise and 
embarrass the Brits. Now that I live in Milan, when I want to reveal something 
about myself without using words, I just tell people to meet me at Gerry’s at the 

Grand Hotel et de Milan, Via Manzoni 29.

a place
in
MILAN

Sabrina C. 13 - 09 - 2010 Milan 

Ph.Beppe Brancato 

The restyling of the Grand Hotel et de Milan was edited by Emiliano Salci and Britt Moran/Dimorestudio www.dimorestudio.eu Maria Callas at Grand Hotel et De Milan

The 114 junior suite where Maria Callas was staying during his commitments at La Scala di Milano Theater
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The decor of many of the 
Grand Hotel et De Milan 
rooms is inspired by the 
famous people who have 
stayed there. 
On this pages: the 418 
suite dedicated to 
Luchino Visconti, 
the 314 junior suite 
dedicated to Eleonora 
Duse, the 308 room 
dedicated to Giorgio De 
Chirico. 
And a letter of Tamara 
de Lempicka to Gabriele 
D'Annunzio written 
during her stay at the 
hotel



www.grandhoteletdemilan.it

In this page the veranda of the restaurant Caruso. 

Opposite page: more images of the restaurant’s veranda that bears the name of the opera singer and a Caruso handwritten letter 
dated 1907. In the lower right part of the page the living room of 306 junior suite also dedicated to him. 
At the Grand Hotel et De Milan Enrico Caruso recorded opera arias on one of the first record of music history. 
Below a Caruso caricature of himself.



VeRoNICA PANaTi

By Antonio Masciariello
 Ph : Elisa CambioliStyling : Giovanni Dionisi

mE
Like a secret. A hidden, undetectable trail. The story of Veronica, a young fashion designer, develops through dresses that are scattered with hints, like fragments of her. 
Veronica graduated from IED in 2009 and was selected by Franca Sozzani for My Own Show contest. Her final work was produced by Ittierre and showed during Milano Collezioni Donna.
She has been working as an intern at Ermanno Scervino then started to work again on personal project. The very last one is developing a capsule collection in collaboration with the historical Florence brand Bessi that has been presented during the Mi Milano Prèt à Porter tradeshow last September.

“It’s a very delicate and intimate work, that develops 

through cross-references, flashes or obsessions that 

initially I can’t explain”. Veronica talks about her col-

lection, which began almost by chance, born from 

some Cindy Sherman portraits and film stills, together 

with black and white photos of her parents - her mo-

ther wearing a trench, and female bodies that seem to 

melt and  liquefy. 

Is the tale of a private, hidden beauty. Like a whispered 

secret. Fragmented bodies lost in the shadows, conju-

red up, then revealed as dissolving, faded impressions 

of a woman. Words and lyrics by Mina, Portishead and 

the Cure that interrupt the flow of images gathered on 

a moodboard, indicate the possible interpretations and 

one written note that sounds like a clue: ME.Pag.152



Basic, minimal, light clothes, with no particular impetus, nor dramatic ge-
stures: silk T-shirts, bodies and bras in silk tulle and leather.  Double-brea-
sted jackets, wool crepe trousers with lace and organza details on the inside 
- classic, formal, masculine.  Hand-finished slits and cuts, held together by 
little hooks, on trousers, dresses and long skirts. Theme: unexpected de-
tails, like inside labels signed with thoughts and memories, or the embroi-
dered linings.
The great merit is that everything looks like a story told by a woman for 
another woman – no neurotic exercises in style, no altered perceptions of 
the female body, no false glorifications or symbolisation.  “It’s the story of 
an ordinary, normal woman.  A real woman. My mother.  Myself. There's my 
idea of femininity: jacket and trousers, essential and perfectly representa-
tive”. 
It’s a very personal work, full of self-references, and it obviously wants to 
be self-sufficient, but  there is an elusive, almost mysterious element, so-
mething beyond words, about the skin and the epidermis. Such intimate 
and introverted garments display the very particular sensitivity of their 
creator, but don’t fully reveal the images and inspiration behind Veronica's 
work.
She explains: "Dance and music are essential elements that stimulate me.  
I have this need for a soundtrack, and I can’t be without my I-pod.  I hate 
silence. I love Tarantino’s movies. I have always been inspired by old Italian 
movies, American B-movies, the Italian actresses of the 60’s. A few years 
ago my collection Why do dolls get their heads torn off? was inspired by the 
Dario Argento movie Suspiria and horror movies in general. Ironicromia, 
my previous project, had irony as its connecting thread, and drew ideas 

from Deserto Rosso by Michelangelo Antonioni. I had decided to play with 
hair dye and body-shaping garments, developing the idea of artificial inter-
vention on the woman’s body”. 
It's a hard task to translate and communicate an artistic vision in an effi-
cient way. Transferring it into clothing, into garments that speak for them-
selves, that can defend themselves and can also do justice to the complexity 
of the reasons for which they were conceived, is even harder. Veronica’s re-
sult is very concise, emerging by denial and subtraction, and not without 
difficulty: “I always start from visual references, quite often they are contra-
dictory ones. It's like a shipwreck - I instinctively gather signs, pictures and 
images. In the end there is a thin thread, I find a sense in it all.  The hardest 
bit is to be clear. It’s hard for me to be straightforward, I think it makes the 
path very long. Clarity is a goal for me to reach”.



Sergio Lovati
Photographer

Born : 1972 Legnano (MI) - 45°35’39.59” N    8° 55’03.30” E
Live :   Milano - 45°27’49.30” N    9°11’30.27” E

Exibitions :

2008 The Core of Industry. Fotografia Europea, Spazio Gerra, Reggio Emilia.

2007 SerrONE. Biennalegiovani.monza.07, Serrone della Villa Reale di Monza, Monza.

2005 Ogni volta mi sfugge (e mi porta lontano), Galleria San Fedele, Milan. 

2004 Floating, O’, Milan. 

2003 La luce nell’ombra, Galleria San Fedele, Milan. 
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Erno, Giona, Toce
Photographer: Bea De Giacomo / Styling: Elisa Cambioli
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From left: Cream montgomery MSGM, 
Black leather backpack Bothos
White coat MSGM
Gray montgomery Memine.

White coat MSGM, 
Gray T-shirt A-Lab Milano, 

Gray denim HTC.



Gray montgomery Memine, 
Printed white T-shirt Memine, 
Gray denim Memine, 
Vintage brown boots Volta.

From Left: Gray sweater Delphine Wilson, 
Blue denim HTC, 

Maroon boots Volta.
Darkgray sweater February, 

Gray denim Memine, 
Wool neck and cuffs Rabaya, 

Vintage brown boots Volta.



From Left: Printed white t-shirt February, 
Blue denim HTC, 
Maroon boots Volta.
Printed white T-shirt Memine, 
Gray denim Memine, 
Vintage brown boots Volta.

Printed T-shirt and silk scarf A-Lab Milano



Printed T-shirt and silk scarf A-Lab Milano Printed T-shirt, silk scarf and leggins A-Lab Milano



Black sweater MSGM From left : Cream fur vest and cardigan Chicca Lualdi BeeQueen
White tank top Comeforbreakfast
White tank top Comeforbreakfast, 

Green denim shirt HTC



From left : Spider printed tank top Comeforbreakfast
Cream fur vest and cardigan Chicca Lualdi BeeQueen
Flowers printed tank top Comeforbreakfast, 
Green denim shirt HTC.

Spider printed tank top Comeforbreakfast



Egg
Pizza: What does perfection mean to you and  who does represent perfection for you?
GDM: Perfection is something you can only take inspiration from.
Nothing to add, nothing to subtract. You find perfection only in nature.
An egg represent perfection.
It represents the wish of bringing something to a completeness that humans cannot achieve.
The greatest perfection is imperfection.
It is something we should be but we are not.
The first condition for perfection is the desire of it...

Pizza: Pizza asks you to describe yourself through a recipe. Why did you choose Passatelli in Brodo 
and from where does this recipe come from?
GDM: I chose Passatelli because they taste like home.
They are made out of simple things and I love the taste.
The recipe comes from the ancestors of my land, Emilia Romagna.

Curated by: Sabrina Ciofi 
Ph. Enrico “Lance” Longhi

proudly presents
Passatelli in Brodo, 

Pizza’s 
Delights

a recipe 
by Giorgio De Mitri 

Food 

The recipe

PASSATELLI IN BRODO 
serves 4 

2 whole eggs
nutmeg

one teaspoon butter, softened
one level tablespoon flour

40g breadcrumbs
150g parmesan (Parmigiano-Reggiano) cheese

salt
6-7 litres top-quality meat broth

In a bowl, mix the eggs, butter and nutmeg together.  Add the flour, breadcrumbs and parmesan cheese, keeping aside one tablespoonful 
of cheese to add later in case the dough is too soft. The quantity of parmesan needed will vary depending on how mature it is.

Mix the ingredients carefully with your hands until smooth. The perfect dough for passatelli shouldn’t be too firm. On the other hand, if 
it’s too soft, you’ll need to add some more parmesan to absorb the moisture of the eggs. At this point add a pinch of salt: not much, because 

the parmesan cheese is already quite salty. When the dough is ready, roll it into a ball, cover and let it rest for a while.
To cook the passatelli, bring the broth to a boil. Put the passatelli dough in a potato-ricer with large holes, squeeze the handles and let the 
worms of dough fall into the boiling broth.  Avoid cutting the dough with a knife, because the dough is soft and your passatelli will get 

crushed.  Tap the potato-ricer firmly against the edge of the broth pot and the dough will break off and fall in.
The passatelli are ready once they float to the surface - it’s a very quick-cooking dish.  The passatelli should be soft, they shouldn’t be hard 

on the inside.
Serve the passatelli with the broth, adding some grated parmesan cheese to taste.

The factors that can affect the success of your passatelli are: the right amount of parmesan cheese in the dough; judging the correct tex-
ture of the dough (not too hard, not too soft); the broth must be boiling when you start to cook them.

Preparing passatelli is pretty quick. Back in the day, they were made frequently – passatelli was the Sunday dish for those who didn’t have 
time to make tortellini.
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Parmigiano Reggiano
Pizza: What is your best quality?
GDM: Loyalty…
I believe in the talent of the people I choose or I’ve been chosen from.
Life is a long journey. It takes a second to become friends but it takes a lifetime to maintain 
a friendship.

Nutmeg
Pizza: Why have you named your company Sartoria?
GDM: Sartoria means tailor made.
I like things that are custom made, bespoke.
Sartoria implies a high degree of customization, and involvement of the end-user, in the production 
of a project.
As I am a very demanding customer, likewise I want to offer a special service to my clients.
And I want  to involve them in the process of creation.



Fork 
Pizza: Through which tools do you create? What do you create?
GDM: We utilize all the tools of the trade and we create many things...
Brand Strategies. Through careful management and custodianship we weave long-term strategies 
and design alphabets. Creating value and shifting perception, the psychological and experiential 
playfields are our needle and thread.
Digital Tools. Whatever the platform or the technology we craft interactive solutions with speed and 
accuracy. Audience, purpose and context, we apply buttons by undoing the knots first.
Publications. From sustainable printing to sculptural packaging we research materials and plot its 
designs as if preparing a gourmet recipe. Binding an artist’s proof or starting a massive print-run, 
we flip through our pages with finger tips.
Images. Whether managing leading image-makers or delving into a logo development process we 
visualize complex information and write-out emotional connections into compelling subjects and 
forms. From Art buying to visual communication and presentation, we keep our eyes open for good.
Events. We engage our audience and take care of every detail, that’s when an event becomes an 
experience. From concept to logistics, tackling big challenges and untangling capillary actions, 
from white walls to white gloves.
Installations. Transforming the perception of a space, processing materials into finished products, 
we deliver premium consumer experiences and high level furniture designs. 3D Art, custom sculptu-
res or interactive tools to suit all sizes of retailers, from bespoke solution to mass customization.
Viral Marketing. By leveraging social media or tipping up conventional marketing mindsets, we 
spread, influence and kick start unexpected and viral processes across online and offline channels. 
Our tissue can extend to trigger thought-provoking and memorable Brand experiences, but it al-
ways stays fit.

Old bread
Pizza. How much did the use of tradition and the bond with the Italian culture influence your work 
and lead you and your company to success?
GDM: Sartoria is a tight-knit group of artists, designers, architects and cultural engineers. In our 
group there are many Italians.
Most of our suppliers are Italian too. We do not tailor traditional suits, but bespoke concepts for our 
clients.
A craftsman’s outlook that allows us to encompass big global challenges, and to handle any 
communication needs, across all media.
Moving simultaneously on both the artistic production/promotion and the integrated marketing 
communication tracks allow us to present and produce high profile events and solutions, at a local 
and international level.
Being on small-scale creative services or fully-fledged coordinate image studies, we deliver a timely, 
valuable and unique suit, one stitch at a time.
What we do is most of the time about craftsmanship, about being able to make something special out 
of things that surround us.
Living in Italy is a gift, artisans that work with us are incredibly skilled.
We are heavily influenced by our traditions.



Hands 
Pizza: What does it mean being independent in Italy?
GDM: We try to stay true to ourselves. 
We choose our clients and our collaborators as carefully as we would choose a companion for a long 
boat trip.
To enjoy the journey you don’t need to be on a transatlantic with plenty of people. Better be with the 
happy few on a nice ark...

Pizza: If food is related to Italy as oil is to the Emirates, how can food change your life and influence 
your  work?
GDM: I love good food. The time I spend at the table with friends is the time I enjoy the most.
I’d rather prefer to have a meeting during a lunch or a dinner than in a boar(d)ing room...

Ceramic Pot
Pizza: How do you work, what do you do?
GDM: As I just said, we do a lot of things, Brand Strategies, Digital Tools, Publications, Images, 
Events, Installations, Viral Marketing.
We work a lot and we enjoy what we do.



A Love Supreme 

∫
   Intuition is surely one of the distinguishing 
characteristics of Italian entrepreneurship, 
as are the ties to family and territory, and the 
hand-crafted aspect of the work. Our econo-
mic history is full of successful businesses 
that evolve down family trees, rooted in the 
creativity of single individuals and the spe-
cificity of a product that is firmly anchored 
to the place where it is made – businesses in 
which the craftsman's skills are passed on 
and applied to industrial production. This 
type of industry is uniquely Italian, an ap-
proach which assumes responsibility for the 
product, which projects freedom of expres-
sion and confidence in creativity.
   Franco Ceccotti is the son of a furniture 
maker from Cascina near Pisa, from whom 
he inherited a business specialising in sup-
plies for luxury hotels. In 1988 he met the 
designer Roberto Lazzeroni and together 
they decided to present a collection in raw 
cherry-wood at the Milan Furniture Fair – at 
a time in which varnished wood was all the 
rage. This move defined the philosophy and 
opened the contemporary history of Ceccotti 
Collezioni – a company which converses in a 
cultured and spontaneous way, a conversa-
tion which cannot be had with just anyone: 
personal choice, culture, teamwork, intui-
tion, product knowledge, ability, emotional 
ties, creativity.
   Franco Ceccotti has a natural gift for co-
ordinating elusive creators and shy crafts-
men, a clear vision of his objectives and a 

∫

∫
∫

∫ ph.Simone Parri
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www.ceccotticollezioni.it

very human approach on the work front. He 
has launched star designers like Christophe 
Pillet and Jaime Hayon, he produces custom-
made furniture in rosewood, carved by hand 
or decorated with photocopies and trilene, 
whose delivery depends on production times 
which are subject to the mood of the designer.        
He has created an original company that uni-
tes, under one roof, specialised artisan wor-
kshops and ingenious designers, where even 
the smallest parts that connect two elements 
of a piece of furniture are crafted. Just like a 
fashion house. In parallel with fashion, the 
approach and the hallmark of Ceccotti Colle-
zioni's style recalls Azzedine Alaia, perhaps 
for the ergonomic unity and harmony of the 
lines.
   Franco Ceccotti is not scared of creativi-
ty and innovation - this attitude is typical of 
the greatest Italian entrepreneurs, and is a 
characteristic that has enabled him to con-
nect with incredibly authorial designers as 
Francesco M. Andrenelli, Hiroko Ashihara, 
Gabriele e Oscar Buratti, Jeannot Cerutti, Ce-
cilia Del Guerra, Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance, 
Massimo Castagna, André Dubreuil, Ross Lo-
vegrove, Pedro Miralles, Fabrizia Scassellati, 
Yamo, Yuni Ahn, Jaime Hayon, Roberto Laz-
zeroni, Christophe Pillet, Vincenzo De Cotiis. 
The latter – architect, interior and fashion de-
signer, currently artistic director of Ceccotti 
Collezioni – ties his style to recycling, single 
pieces, unexpected combinations, an esthetic 
vision outside all the boxes. His is an indivi-
dual path, an exploration of an obsession that 
is the precursor of future tastes. Vincenzo De 
Cotiis is blessed with a restless and impulsi-
ve creativity – more typical of an artist than a 
designer – that seems to have found a certain 
serenity of expression in his experience with 
Ceccotti.
   Maybe this is because Ceccotti Collezioni 
story is a life experience rooted in the need to 
communicate values, thoughts and feelings 
through the creation of beauty.



Art, aircraft carriers, Mona 
Lisa, zebra crossings and 
Napoleon.

An interview with Massimo Minini, 
gallery owner specialising in contemporary art since1973.

Pizza – The Italian identity. Do we 
have to look back at the past to find 
it?
MM – For sure. If you look at the 
nineteen hundreds, Futurism and 
Arte Povera were very important 
movements on an international level, 
even though they’re very close to our 
identity. If you look at a Kossuth and 
compare it with Paolini, if you look at 
a Dan Graham and compare it with 
Boetti you can see there are 
differences. The truth is, once upon a 
time you could talk about ‘local 
culture’ because you needed a cart to 
go from Rome to Naples, but today 
communication is much more 
immediate and easy. Nowadays we all 
speak an international language and 
our greatest artists don’t speak 
dialect anymore - sometimes they 
don’t even speak Italian. They use 
English. I’m thinking of Maurizio 
Nannucci. We’ve lost our genius loci, 
the spirit of the place.

Pizza – Enrica Morini, fashion 
historian whom we have interviewed 
about the same topic, says that we are 
colonised, not globalised.  And that’s 
another reason why our base identity 
has got lost.
MM – Italy has a strong position in 

fashion, although in recent years 
everything seems to have shifted to 
other countries. In this sense, art has 
drifted even more than fashion – there 
are only and solely great individuals. 
In fashion we can talk about brands 
that are multi-layered systems - take 
Armani or Prada – but in art there are 
often only youngsters or well-to-do 
gentlemen who do their paintings all 
alone and can’t compete with anyone 
else. The good thing is, sometimes 
you can compete alone with poetry, 
the midget against the giant. Not 
everyone wants to read John Grisham 
or Dan Brown, the stuff that’s studied 
in a boardroom by a team of experts 
who decide how the novel is going to 
end or who is the murderer, on the 
basis of market research. Some prefer 
Calvino’s stories, or Tiziano Scarpa 
or Erri De Luca. There’s no need to 
chase after aircraft carriers, we need 
to be able to think small. 

PIZZA – Is there any point in talking 
about artistic movements anymore?
MM – Today’s young artists are 
individualists - not that things in the 
past were very different. Cubism was 
only going a few years before they 
started stabbing each other, and let’s 
not talk about the Surrealists who 

By Federica Tattoli

www.galleriaminini.ita

M
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Giulio Paolini

All’Istante, 2006. Plexiglass showcase with white passe-partout, plexiglass base, crumpled paper, 
pencil on wall. Showcase 91 x 91 x 4,5 cm, base 145,6 x 36 x 36 cm, crumpled element Ø 15 cm, 

total dimensions 270 x 275 x 70 cm  - Courtesy Galleria Massimo Minini

stabbed each other straight away. Arte 
Povera exists even though everyone 
who partecipated in the movement 
denies they were ever part of a group. 
Groups are good for taking a 
movement into the limelight, but they 
don’t stand the test of time. An artist 
with his boundless ego will say he 
just happened to be passing by and 
met his colleagues on a park bench, 
had a drink with them and that was it. 
An artist’s role is becoming more and 
more individual. Once upon a time 
there was a workshop where 
Donatello went to learn how to paint 
from Perugino. Today artists are born 
on the pavement and if you graduate 
from an academy, you lose points.

Pizza – Another important aspect of 
the Italian identity is craftsmanship. 
Can we still talk about it in contempo-
rary art?
MM – Yes, but it is strongly linked to 
great intuitiveness. We Italians are 
great counterfeiters. We’ve been so 
good at making copies of the Mona 
Lisa that there are doubts about the 
authenticity of the one at the 
Louvre. There are tons of fake 
paintings circulating in Italy. Only 
artists with an authenticated archive 
are safe, because the archive protects 
them. We are technically very good, 
no doubt about it, but what make us 
different are the contents, the close 
relationship between hand and head. 
Luckily the age of technique is 
over - no more enormous frescoes, 
nobody is commissioning the Day Of 
Judgement or great battle paintings 
to showcase. Artists now are looking 
towards the detail. We have 
abandoned the idea that the Earth 
is at the centre of the universe, so 
we can’t paint God coming out of the 
clouds as a golden triangle anymore. 
We certainly are lacking a national 
identity, though I’m pretty sure that 
we could pick out and assemble a 
small army of individualists whose 
common features make it obvious 
they are Italians as opposed to 
Chinese, Belgian, or Spanish.

Pizza – Can you mention some 
names?
MM – Yes, even though they’re all 
artists with an international market, 
but not recognised in Italy.

Pizza – Why is that?
MM – Part of it is because we don’t 
believe in ourselves, we just cry on 
our own shoulders. We think that 
everyone else is better. The first name 
that comes to mind is Maurizio 
Cattelan, an artist whose work is 
created for success, designed to screw 
over the opposition and get himself 
noticed.Cattelan is a communicator. 
“La nona ora” (The Ninth Hour), 
where the Pope gets hit by a 
meteorite, is a piece full of 
millenarian and religious 
significance, human and sorrowful 
meanings. Testori would have liked it. 
This is the deeply meaningful work of 
a communicator. Others are more 
intimist – like Stefano Arienti, Eva 
Marisaldi, or Margherita Manzelli 
who purposely only does three 
paintings a year. Then there’s Paola 
Pivi or Sabrina Mezzaqui. 

Pizza – We Italians are xenophiles and 
often before we can succeed in our 
own country we have to be successful 
abroad. Why do you think that is?
MM – The truth is, that mechanism is 
valid for everyone. Take Sol LeWitt, 
Dan Graham and Carl Andre - despite 
all the minimal and conceptual art 
happening in the States, they were 
never accepted there. They became 
successful in America only after 
they’d exhibited in Europe. The first 
big Dan Graham retrospective in an 
American museum was at MOCA in 
Los Angeles in February 2009, when 
he was already 67 years old.

Pizza – So the same thing happens 
abroad?
MM – Yes, it does happen, although 
it is also true that in some countries 
with a more structured economy than 
ours there is an organised initiative 
to force up the value of certain artists, 
who become national heroes. In the 



Luigi Ghirri
Bologna, 1973 – from the early days Photography series, chromogenic print, 

vintage print cm 13.6x11.6 - Courtesy Galleria Massimo Minini

Sabrina Mezzaqui
Libro alambicco e crogiuolo, 2010. Alchemy – the book of the western art, Mondadori edition, 

17,5x10,5x4,5 cm, from this book, lines of text have been cut out for alambicco, about 12x12 cm, and 
for crogiuolo, about 9x17 cm, 33 pearls of rolled up paper, glue - Courtesy Galleria Massimo Minini. 
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Maurizio Donzelli
Mirror, 2007, mixed technique, 188,5x100,5x5 cm

Picture: Andrea Gilberti – Courtesy Galleria Massimo Minini

same way that we stand up for 
Dante Alighieri, Donatello, 
Masaccio and Leonardo da Vinci, 
America defends Andy Warhol and 
Jeff Koons, Germany supports 
Winter, Beuys and Polke, France 
keeps defending Picasso or 
Matisse. Though the champions 
are the British, with their 
never-ending list that goes from 
Kapoor to Damien Hirst.

Pizza – Who do we support among 
our contemporary artists?
MM – We don’t have many, and the 
ones that are on the market are not 
worth much.

Pizza – So, unfortunately it’s still a 
market issue?
MM – Of course. First of all, the 
big auction houses are almost 
all American – we have very few 
and they’re not very credible. Our 
galleries are small structures. In 
the States, the average gallery has 
about forty employees, but here 
the typical gallery is run by the 
owner with someone to give him a 
hand in the afternoons. Galleries 
with five people working in them 
are rare. This xenophilia can have 
its advantages - maybe not for 
our artists, but it can be good for 
our collectors and museums. Our 
collectors buy art from all over 
the world before anyone else does, 
because they don’t stick to Italian 
art only. Thanks to that, Italy has a 
rich and very valuable 
patrimony of contemporary art.  
Here in Brescia we don’t even 
speak our dialect anymore (lau-
ghs, Ed.) - we are in Europe and 
we are in the world. I have Italian 
artists in my gallery, but also 
foreigners, English, German. 
Fortune and chance meetings are 
still fundamental components of 
our job, but by keeping yourself 
busy you help your destiny. Some 
good examples are Vanessa 
Beecroft who moved to the States, 
or Maurizio Cattelan, Monica 
Bonvicini and Francesco Vezzoli. 

Pizza – So, you have to emigrate to 
the States to find your fortune?
MM – In ancient times, people who 
were born in Albania had to go to 
Rome to make it. If you were born 
in Abruzzo during the 
Renaissance, you needed to move 
to Florence. In Picasso’s time, any 
one born in Spain would have gone 
to Paris to make it. Nowadays, if 
you’re born in Italy you need to go 
to New York. Before too long we’ll 
all be moving to Beijing. 

Pizza – What do you think we 
could do to help young people 
without making them run away?
MM – Italy is the country of sly 
foxes. Nobody stops for a 
pedestrian at a zebra crossing, but 
if you see one in the middle of the 
road, you try not to kill him. In 
Germany everybody stops at 
zebra crossings, but once you’re 
out of the crossing area, you’re 
dead - laws are to be obeyed and 
that’s it. Hitler rises to power and 
they obey his laws. We can’t do 
that, we try and go around things.  
We are disobedient 
counterfeiters. That’s why we try 
and buy art for cheap, we ask for 
crushing discounts and as a result 
we’ve depressed the market. The 
strongest American collector is 
the one who pays the most for the 
artwork, but the strongest Italian 
collector is the one who pays the 
least. We’re all the heirs of Totò 
and Alberto Sordi, which makes 
us likeable but not very credible. 
Achille Bonito Oliva is the 
embodiment of this country – and 
Totò is an icon for Achille. If young 
Italian artists have to find 
supporters, they have to find 
strong ones, and in Italy not many 
people are ready to wager their 
wallets and their credibility. I see 
it every time I tell someone “look, 
that guy is good”. They look at me 
as if I was talking nonsense, but 
if a foreigner says the same thing 
straight afterwards, everything 
changes.



Pizza – Contemporary art is still very 
hard to understand. Is there 
something we can do to make it closer 
more accessibe?
MM – I remember when everybody 
was saying Burri’s “sacchi” wouldn’t 
go far. I liked Cavellini’s collection 
– what a great collector. Everyone 
said it was too complicated and they 
couldn’t understand it. At the time he 
was buying Fontana, Burri, 
Rauschenberg, and now everyone has 
understood why. We can’t tell an 
artist to do something just so that 
everybody can understand it. Art 
which everybody understands is 
impromptu art, stuff for people who 
paint on Sundays. This is what I was 
saying before about John Grisham 
and the Da Vinci code - some films 
and TV shows are designed so that 
everybody understands them, but 
the things that you don’t understand 
immediately are the things that  the 
make you think and broaden your 
mind. 

Pizza – Still talking about making art 
accessible, don’t you think galleries 
are a bit off-putting?
MM – Galleries are cultural middle-
men – it’s the museums that are 
supposed to be accessible. An artist 
has to create a product, that’s all. Art 
is a field where shouldn’t be any 
audience. Newspapers must have a 
high circulation, books have to sell, 
the winner of the Strega prize has to 
sell, movies have to be a box office 
success, but if you make a painting, 
you do it for yourself. Sure, if that’s 
what you want to believe.

Pizza – Why did you decide to manage 
an art gallery?
MM – By chance. Instead of studying 
law, I used to browse around 
galleries. In Milan in the ’60s I found 
out I liked modern art. I had studied a 
bit of ancient art in high school and I 
realized I liked it. I’ve always thought 
that we should study less battle 
dates and death tolls. As you know, 
art history is a subject on the 
sidelines in high schools, it’s two 

hours a week during which you play 
battleships, but knowing whether 
Giotto came before Cimabue or what 
changed with the arrival of 
Donatello or Masaccio would be far 
more informative than knowing how 
many deaths Napoleon Bonaparte 
caused. I guess that if we had lost the 
battle of Salamina, history would have 
been different, but if Leonardo hadn’t 
painted the Mona Lisa, nobody would 
have noticed. But the Mona Lisa is 
still there and still working, even 
today, whereas nobody remembers 
those who died in battle. I sometimes 
ask myself what will remain of our 
times, of the artwork that we are 
creating today - will it last, or will it 
end up like the dead in Napoleon’s 
battles?

Pizza – Do you think an art gallery 
manager can be seen as an artist who 
expresses himself through the 
aesthetic choices that he makes?
MM – Not as an artist, no. More likely 
as an orchestra conductor with his 
musicians, a company manager with 
his workers, a soldier of fortune with 
his troops, a boatswain with his crew.  
The artist is the one who makes the 
artwork. A gallery manager can have 
some power over current trends, he 
can guide, and if he’s a good one, he 
can stimulate the creativity of his 
troops. 

Pizza – And that’s a form of artistic 
creativity.
MM – Yes, but it’s not related to the 
contents, it’s more about the 
manufacturing and providing a 
logistic support to the artist - which 
doesn’t mean just finding a hotel for 
him, but also finding someone who 
will supply him with marble, iron or 
wood, or somebody who can make his 
work. Nowadays art is no longer done 
by hand with a brush, oil on canvas. 
It is planned. Anish Kapoor, who is 
being exhibited in our gallery right 
now, makes 120m high sculptures 
although of course he doesn’t 
personally make them - he thinks up 
and designs them, he wants them that 

Luigi Ontani
Amor sacro, amor profanny, 1993, 31x39 cm, hand colored silver nitrate print  

Courtesy Galleria Massimo Minini



Giorgio Colombo, 
Alighiero Boetti, silver nitrate photograph B/W, 1970, 30,5x40,5 cm 

Courtesy Galleria Massimo Minini

Art, aircraft carriers, Mona 
Lisa, zebra crossings and 
Napoleon.

M

way. He’s not the one with the chisel 
in his hand, but he’s the one 
discussing all the calculations with 
engineers and architects and then, 
once he has found what he was 
looking for, he has it made. 
Carl Andre doesn’t personally cut iron 
tiles, he has someone do it for him.  
Buren buys ready-made fabrics. It’s 
also true that many have started 
painting again: Balducci paints, 
Manzelli paints. The choices that 
a good gallery manager makes are 
based on a whole load of information, 
analysis, reflection and listening. “I 
like it” or “I don’t like it” doesn’t make 
sense anymore.

Pizza – I’d like to talk about writing 
and your books. We were fascinated 
by your booth at Artissima, and by 
your comments next to the works, 
that replaced the usual captions.
MM – Now the book is out, and 
ironically the “little pieces” 
(“pezzettini”) that I had written have 
become “Pizzini”. It seems to be suc-
cessful. I get letters from my admirers 
and I keep them with loving care - 
they might become my third book.

Pizza – How did you come up with 
these “Pizzini” then?
MM – They began because I didn’t 
feel like pulling out all the paintings, 
measuring them and checking years 
and titles. My assistants were away in 
the days right before Artissima and 
I was in charge of all the labels. It is 
absolutely the most boring thing ever.  
Rather than taking the risk of 
writing that a 2008 painting was 
done in 2009 or that it was oil on 
canvas when it was actually acrylic, 
I thought I’d just scribble whatever 
came into my mind. So I sat in front of 
the computer and started writing. 
I started with Giulio Paolini, and 
wrote a short story. After a while I 
realized that it was fun and so I kept 
going until four in the morning, 
thought after thought, artist after 
artist. After the amazing success in 
Turin, when I got back I started 
writing pizzini about everybody. 

Paolini, Salvo, Spalletti, Ontani, 
Clemente (who’s not among my 
artists), Arienti (who is). 
From there, I got the idea of the 
book.

Pizza – Is there an artist that you are 
particularly fond of?
MM – Choosing just one would be 
difficult. I was very close to Salvo at 
the beginning of my career and I was 
fascinated by his comic personality. 
I like Paolini a lot, and Daniel Buren 
with his formal precision. An author 
that I liked a lot is Ian Hamilton 
Finlay, he was very sweet - in ’92 we 
visited him in Scotland and asked 
him to do an exhibition. But I’m also 
an out-and-out LeWitt fan, because 
Sol is like Johann Sebastian Bach, 
he creates thousands of variations 
on one single theme using just three 
notes. I liked Dan Graham straight 
away because he was totally nuts, 
he only talked about cats, the pope, 
architecture and star signs.
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He’s only 22, though Marco has been working hard for a while. He boasts cooperations 
with companies such as Bonaudo, Givuesse, Max Mara, Moncler and is currently an intern 
at Prada. Noticed by Vogue Italia as one of the most promising young fashion designer, he 
showed his work during Milano Fashion Week in September 2010 at the presence of no less 
than Franca Sozzani and Anna Wintour. He was awarded with the Crossover prize 2009 for 
an experimental creation of coats and jackets within the first edition of Flandrika, an inter-
national festival of Flemish creativity in cooperation with the Royal Academy of Antwerp. 

Marco’s graduate project draws inspiration from the 1947 Vasco Pratolini novel Un eroe del 
nostro tempo (A Hero of our Times) (1947), designing highly structured garments, hyper-
constructed trenches and furs, dresses made from tousled assemblies of pleated taffetà 
strips, variations on the theme of night robes, dressing gowns and aprons. It's the coats 
that best display the young fashion designer's vision – his dresses still show a lack of confi-
dence in dominating the balance and rapport between the body and the garment.  But it’s a 
great effort. Marco gathers together elements and origins that reveal a huge knowledge of 
fashion history and Italian costume, declaring his strong sense of cultural belonging: “My 
starting vision has roots in a very traditional culture - post-war Italy, new realism.  This 
vision evolves and is touched by time and experience. I'm fascinated by Visconti’s films and 
the work of Piero Tosi. Ugo Mulas’ photography and Antonioni’s and Pasolini’s cinematic 
work are very important to me”. His work reveals a never-ending flow of aesthetic obses-
sions - worshipping the concept of  an imperfect beauty, one that's not tied to youth - an evol-
ving beauty captured in an attitude, a pose. The beauty of chance and the unexpected, an 
unusual idea in constant mutation, that every now and then gives in to the needs of a par-
ticular fashion story. Right, the story – it's obvious from his work that Marco has a strong 
need to tell stories, he's drawn to by complex stories, unresolved and unconventional, sto-
ries that can be translated into images by shifting their references and origins, recreating 
their mood and an atmosphere until he arrives at a visible result. In fact his drawings and 
sketches show he has illustrator’s talent: “I grew up with Crepax, Pratt, Pazienza, Luzza-
ti and all the illustrated literature. I connect with colors, paper, illustrations, comics and 
picture books - I have a visual approach. Andrea Pazienza's Anthology, Walter Albini and 
Gianfranco Ferrè's drawings are a constant source of inspiration. Drawing is an essential 
part of my design process, but it's also a tool. The style of my drawing changes according 
to the story that I want to tell”. Every piece of clothing starts from a two dimensional pha-
se, as an idea that gets 'captured' on paper but you know from the start that there will be a 
confrontation with the three dimensions of the body, the essential form that gives the gar-
ment identity, substance and logic, and this is the aspect that Russo is most interested in 
exploring: “That’s the hardest part – how it all relates to the body’s needs, the fluidity that 
the garment must follow and comply with.  There has to be a conscious, planned action with 

the shapes and volumes – a direct relationship with the materials. 
I think what I'm aiming for is the thing that I call fluidity”. 
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Photo 1: 
Black Wool cape Albino, 
Denin salopette stylist’s own, 
Flower pin stylist’s own 

Photo 2: 
Denim racket stylist’s own, 
Embroidered dress N. 21, 
Fishnet stockings stylist’s own, 
Grey leather boot Dr. Martens

Photo3
Printed dress worn like shirt Mila Schon, 
Fluo tulle top ,vintage trousers 
and Black leather belt stylit’s own, 
Black leather boots Dr. Martens

Photo4:
Leather bomber jacket Nicholas Julitta

Photo5:
Silk and chiffon dress Mila Schon, 
Denim vest, red bandana, pins, ring , 
clip-ons and rubber belt stylist’s own, 
Black leather boots Dr. Martens

Photo6: 
Vintage military green shirt 
and black cachemire socks stylist’s own, 
Black wool plissè skirt Sara Lanzi, 
Black leather boots Dr. Martens, 
Necklace Shourouk

Photo7:
Black fur Nicholas Julitta, 
Draped silk top Silvio Betterelli, 
Red denim trousers stylist’s own, 
Black leather boots Dr. Martens

Photo8:
Black wool blazer Sara Lanzi, 
Fucsia mini skirt N. 21, 
Vintage shirt, rubber belt, black cachemire 
socks and feather ear ring stylist’s own, 
Grey leather boots Dr. Martens

Photographer 
Federico Vacca Massaro

Stylist 
Giovanni Dionisi

Photographer assistant 
Pedro Podestà

Hair & Makeup 
Fabio Pompozzi

Model 
Tina Heggestad @ JOY Model Management

Special Thanks to Sabrina Ciofi
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